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001 BI08108 Programmed disposition codes.  Refer to the NZL2 Protocol for details. 

Disposition codes indicated with “DC: X00.0” should be programmed into the survey.  

Disposition code questions in this survey:  

BI658, BI664, AI546, BI377, BI378, BI270, DE701, BI248,  BI241, BI439, QA342, QA334, FR211, FR221, FR231, FR304, 

QA441.  

  

Note on Disposition code format for the NZL2 Survey: For all programmed disposition codes, the prefix ”C-“ will be 

applied to records from the Recontact sample and the prefix “P-“ will be applied to records from the Replenishment 

sample.  This can be done after the survey data are collected or as part of the program.  i.e., for ‘DC: B11.9, appropriate 

Replenishment sample records will be assigned the code “P-B11.9”, and appropriate Recontact records will be assigned 

the code “C-B11.9”. 

002 CohortNZL Coding to identify the wave at which respondents were first recruited for NZL (Cohort 2). 

(For NZL Wave 2, 002/CohortNZL=1 are recontacted respondents and 002/CohortNZL=2 are replenishment 

respondents.) 

1    Recruited at NZL1 

2    Recruited at NZL2 

003 Rtype Derived variable Rtype -- respondent is Recontact or Replenishment (C or P): 

  

If CohortNZL=1, then Rtype=C. 

If CohortNZL=2, then Rtype=P. 

004 BI08100 Create string variables that will be referred to in this program: 

30-Day Anchor=“[current month -1] [current day of month]” 

6M Anchor="[current month -6]" 

12M Anchor=“[current month] [current year -1]” 

  

For the 6-month and 12-month anchors, insert into script: 

For interviews taking place during first 10 days of month=“early [month]” 

For interviews taking place during days 11-20 of month=“the middle of [month]” 

For interviews taking place during days 21-end of month=“late [month]” 

  

LSD = [MONTH, YEAR] of recontact respondent's last survey date. 

  

Quit date = calculated or reported date - day, month, year -- of quit attempt this wave. 
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LSD Quit date = calculated or reported date - day, month, year -- of last quit attempt at LSD; used if 

respondent was quit at LSD and has not made any quit attempts since. 

  

069/FR309v@LSD = recontact respondent's smoking status last wave. 

  

043/EF005v@LSD = recontact respondent's awareness of e-cigarettes last wave. 

  

045/NC302v@LSD = recontact respondent's ever-use of e-cigarettes last wave. 

  

319/AI522b@LSD = recontact respondent's alternate contact person and phone number, provided last wave. 

005 BI08101 [survey firm]= Research New Zealand 

[survey mode]= CATI 

[survey length]= 45-70 minutes 

[institution]= University of Otago 

[reimbursement]= $20 Warehouse voucher 

[toll-free number]= 0800 273 732 

[email address for survey help]= andrew.waa@otago.ac.nz 

[ethics contact]= Gray Witte, Human Ethics Committee Manager, University of Otago (email:gary.witte@otago.ac.nz or 

phone: 03 479 8256) or Jo Farron de Diaz, Research Ethics Administrator, University of Otago (email: 

Jo.farrondediaz@otago.ac.nz or phone: 03 479-8956). 

006 BI08102 For [cigarettes/ roll-your-own tobacco]:  

 If 075/FR326=1, use “cigarettes”      

 If 075/FR326=2, use “roll-your-own tobacco” 

 If 075/FR326=3, 8 or 9, use “cigarettes or roll-your-own tobacco”      

  

For instances with [or tobacco]: 

 If 075/FR326=2, 3, 8 or 9, add “or tobacco” 

007 BI08104 Essential questions in this survey: 

QA08342 (034), QA08334 (036), FR08211 (037), FR08221 (038), FR08231 (039), FR08304 (040), QA08441 

(062a) 

008 BI08470 If a respondent skips or refuses any essential question, say: 

I'm sorry, but this is an essential question that will allow us to decide which questions to ask you later in the survey. 

Without this information, I'm afraid we are unable to continue. If at all possible, we'd ask you to try to answer the 

question. 

009 BI08526 

 [A] 

Interviewers should be provided with this information so that they can read it if the respondent asks for more 

information about the survey: 

A) IMPORTANCE OF SURVEY – WHO IS DOING IT 
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This is a survey of smokers and also those who have recently quit in New Zealand. This survey is one way for us to get 

the views of smokers and quitters on issues that are relevant to them. Another goal of the survey is to find out about 

patterns of smoking and quitting and what influences these. Some people find the questions quite interesting. 

  

Participation in the survey is voluntary and you may skip any non-essential questions if you wish. You may stop and start 

again if you cannot complete the survey all at one time. You can withdraw from the study at any time without giving a 

reason. If you withdraw from the study, or decide not to participate, there will be no disadvantage to you other than you 

will not receive the Warehouse voucher. 

  

The NZ director of this research project is: 

Dr. Richard Edwards, University of Otago (Ph (64 4) 918 5089 or mobile: 021 870 708). 

  

For extra information please ring the free phone for Research New Zealand: 0800 273 732. 

  

B) WHAT’S IN IT FOR ME?  

We will talk to you on the telephone for approximately [survey length] minutes and we think you will find the questions 

quite interesting. To reimburse any costs of participation a [reimbursement] will be sent to you once the interview is 

completed. There is no direct benefit to you, but your answers will greatly contribute to generating evidence about 

smoking and efforts to reduce the harm that it causes in New Zealand. 

  

C) IF RESPONDENT SAYS THEY NO LONGER SMOKE (ACCEPTANCE OF QUITTERS): 

We are very keen to get the views of people who have quit smoking as well - so we would be very grateful if you could 

help us. 

  

D) NEXT SURVEY – HOW MANY TIMES WILL YOU CALL ME?  

We would like to get your views as things change in New Zealand. So we may like to recontact you again in about 12-18 

months from now, and possibly in 12-18 months after that to invite you to participate in follow-up surveys. Participation 

in the survey is voluntary and you may skip any non-essential questions if you wish. To reimburse any costs of 

participation a [reimbursement] will be sent to you once the interview is completed. 

  

E) HISTORY OF RESEARCH NEW ZEALAND: 

Research New Zealand is the largest social research company in Wellington. We're locally owned and operated and have 

been around for more than 25 years. We work mainly for the public sector, conducting research for Government 

departments. We also do health-related research for universities, such as this survey today. 

010 BI08652 Code of phone number: 

1=landline 

2=mobile 

Derived variable: Phone type by which the respondent was reached. 
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  INTRODUCTION -- MOBILE PHONE 
011 BI08651 Ask if 010/BI652=2.  (If calling known cell phone number, known from NZL1 New Zealand ITC Survey or 

Ministry of Health Survey.) 

Rtype=C: Hello, my name is [interviewer name], and I'm calling from [survey firm] on behalf of the [institution]. Could I 

please speak to [respondent name], who completed the New Zealand International Tobacco Control Project in [LSD]? 

  

Rtype=P: Hello, my name is [interviewer name], and I'm calling from [survey firm] on behalf of the [institution]. Could I 

please speak to [respondent name], who completed a survey for the Ministry of Health a year or so ago? 

012 BI08653 Ask if 010/BI652=2. 

Hello, I'm calling regarding a survey on smoking. 

As you requested, I am calling you on your mobile phone number.  Is it all right if we continue for a minute on this line? 

1    Yes 

2    No, respondent says he/she is driving 

3    No, other 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 013/BI654. 

If response=2, go to 015/BI658. 

If response=3, 8 or 9, go to 017/BI662. 

013 BI08654 Ask if 012/BI653=1. 

I just need to check, are you driving a vehicle at this moment? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=2, go to 014/BI656. 

Otherwise, go to 015/BI658. 

014 BI08656 Ask if 013/BI654=2. 

Are you in a safe and private place to use your mobile phone? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 025/BI229. (merged intro) 

If response=2, 8 or 9 go to 016/BI660. 

015 BI08658 Ask if (013/BI654=1, 8 or 9) or (012/BI653=2). 
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I’m sorry, but for your safety, I can’t talk to you while you’re driving. 

Go to 324/BI929. (DC: B41) 

On callback, resume at 011/BI651. 

016 BI08660 Ask if 014/BI656=2, 8 or 9. 

Then for your safety and privacy, I am unable to speak to you at this time. 

Go to 018/BI664. 

017 BI08662 Ask if 012/BI653=3, 8 or 9. 

Sorry to have called at a bad time. 

Go to 018/BI664. 

018 BI08664 Ask if (014/BI656=2, 8 or 9) or (012/BI653=3, 8 or 9). 

I can call you back at another time.  Should we use this number or is there another number that we should call? 

1    Use this number 

2    Use another number 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, 8 or 9 go to 324/BI929. (Schedule appointment.) (DC: B41) 

On callback, resume at 011/BI651. 

If response=2, go to 019/AI546. 

019 AI08546 Ask if 018/BI664=2. 

What other number should we use when we contact you next time? 

Make appointment, or plan to call back, time unspecified. 

Go to 324/BI929. (DC: B41) 

  

If landline number provided, ensure respondent's correct name is recorded and resume at 020/BI208 on 

callback. (landline intro) 

If mobile number provided, resume at 011/BI651 on callback. (mobile intro) 

  INTRODUCTION -- LANDLINE PHONE 
020 BI08208 Ask if [010/BI652=1 (Calling known landline phone number, from NZL1 New Zealand ITC Survey or Ministry of 

Health Survey)] OR [BI652=2 and calling respondent at landline number provided for callback]. 

Rtype=C: Hello, I am following up on a national survey and wish to speak to [Respondent Name], who completed the 

New Zealand International Tobacco Control Project in [LSD]. I'm [interviewer name] and I'm calling from [survey firm] on 

behalf of the [institution]. 

  

Rtype=P: Hello, I am following up on a national survey and wish to speak to [Respondent Name], who completed a 

survey for the Ministry of Health a year or so ago. I'm [interviewer name] and I'm calling from [survey firm] on behalf of 

the [institution]. 
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1    Phone answerer is the named respondent 

2    Named respondent is not available 

3    Answerer refuses to call respondent 

4    Answerer is unsure or hesitates 

5    Answerer calls named respondent 

If response=1 or 5, go to 025/BI229. 

If response=2, go to 022/BI377. 

If response=3, go to 023/BI463. 

If response=4, go to 021/BI209. 

021 BI08209 Ask if 020/BI208=4. 

Rtype=C: Was it you who was interviewed on the telephone for the New Zealand International Tobacco Control Project, 

or do you think it was someone else in your household who was interviewed for that survey around that time? 

  

Rtype=P: Was it you who was interviewed face-to-face for a survey for the Ministry of Health, or do you think it was 

someone else in your household who was interviewed for that survey around that time? 

1    Phone answerer is the named respondent 

2    Named respondent is not available 

3    Answerer refuses to call respondent 

4    Answerer calls named respondent to phone 

If response=1 or 4, go to 025/BI229. 

If response=2, go to 022/BI377. 

If response=3, go to 023/BI463. 

022 BI08377 Ask if 020/BI208=2 or 021/BI209=2. 

When can I call back to speak to [respondent name]? 

1    Yes, schedule callback 

2    Yes, schedule callback, but respondent has new contact details 

3    No 

If response=1, go to 327a/BI928. (Schedule appointment.) (DC: B40.3) 

If response=2, go to 027/DE701. 

If response=3, go to 024/BI378. 

023 BI08463 Ask if 020/BI208=3 or 021/BI209=3. 

This is an important health survey and I would like to speak personally to [Respondent Name], as he/she has agreed to 

be contacted again about taking part in follow-up research. If they participate by answering the survey, they will be sent 

a [reimbursement] in recognition of their participation. 

  

Could I ask [respondent Name] a few questions to see if they still wish to help us? 

1    Answerer calls named respondent to the phone 

2    Named respondent is not available 
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3    Answerer refuses to call respondent 

If response=1, go to 025/BI229. 

If response=2 or 3, go to 024/BI378. 

024 BI08378 Ask if (022/BI377=3) or (023/BI463=2 or 3). 

BI377=3: This is an important health survey and I would like to speak personally to [Respondent Name], as he/she has 

agreed to be contacted again about additional survey questions. If they complete the survey, they will be sent a 

[reimbursement] in recognition of their participation. 

  

All: Can I please call back to speak to [respondent name]? 

1    Yes, schedule callback 

2    Yes, schedule callback, but respondent has new contact details 

3    No 

If response=1, go to 327a/BI928. (Schedule appointment.) (DC: B40.3) 

If response=2, go to 027/DE701. 

If response=3, go to 324/BI929. (DC: B11.5) 

  MERGED INTRODUCTION 
025 BI08229 Ask if (014/BI656=1) or (020/BI208=1 or 5) or (021/BI209=1 or 4) or (023/BI463=1). 

BI656=1 or BI208=1 or BI209=1: 

You kindly helped with the [New Zealand International Tobacco Control Project in [LSD] (Rtype=C)/ New Zealand Health 

Survey a year or so ago (Rtype=P)] and you agreed that you could be recontacted about further health research 

questions. 

  

Did you receive the letter that invited you to take part in further research? 

  

BI208=5 or BI209=4 or BI463=1: 

Hello, I'm calling from [survey firm] on behalf of the [institution]. I am following up on a survey and wish to speak to 

[Respondent name] who completed the [New Zealand International Tobacco Control Project (Rtype=C)/ New Zealand 

Health Survey (Rtype=P)]. 

  

You kindly helped with the [New Zealand International Tobacco Control Project in [LSD] (Rtype=C)/ New Zealand Health 

Survey a year or so ago (Rtype=P)] and you agreed that you could be recontacted about further health research 

questions. 

  

Did you receive the letter that invited you to take part in further research? 

1    Letter received 

2    Letter not received 
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3    Unsure 

If necessary and Rtype=C, say: ‘The letter explained that we are conducting a follow-up survey for the New Zealand 

International Tobacco Control Study on behalf of the [institution] and supported by the Ministry of Health.' 

  

If necessary and Rtype=P, say: ‘The letter explained that we are conducting a new health survey on important issues 

around tobacco smoking on behalf of the [institution] and supported by the Ministry of Health.' 

If response=1, go to 026/BI270. 

If response=2 or 3, go to 027/DE701. 

026 BI08270 Ask if 025/BI229=1. 

As the letter said, we are conducting a [follow-up survey for the New Zealand International Tobacco Control Project 

(Rtype=C)/ new health survey on important issues around tobacco smoking (Rtype=P)] on behalf of the [institution] and 

supported by the Ministry of Health. A [reimbursement] will be sent to you once the interview is completed in recognition of 

your participation [and you will be entered into a draw for one of three iPad computers (Rtype=C)]. 

  

All identifying information, including your name and contact details, will be kept strictly confidential and will be available 

only to the survey company and the University of Otago research team. Identifying information (which is not attached to 

the responses themselves) will be kept in secure locations by the [institution] and [survey firm]. None of the reports from 

the survey will allow you or your responses to be identified. 

Would you be willing to spend about [survey length] to answer the survey? 

1    Answer the survey now 

2    Not willing to do the survey 

3    Not right now 

If response=1, go to 031/BI255. 

If response=2, go to 029/BI241. 

If response=3, go to 324/BI929. (Schedule appointment.) (DC: B40.4) 

027 DE08701 Ask if 022/BI377=2 or 024/BI378=2 or (025/BI229=2 or 3). 

If the address has changed or any contact details are missing, check these, including the landline phone number, the mobile 

phone number, and the email address. 

I'm just going to check [your (BI229=2 or 3)/ their (BI377=2 or BI378=2)] contact details. Is it…  

  

Street and number: [Respondent Street and number] 

Suburb: [Respondent Suburb] 

Town/City: [Respondent Town/City] 

Postcode: [Respondent Postcode] 

  

Could I also check [your/their] phone number, mobile phone, and email address? 

Phone: [Respondent Phone] 

Mobile Phone: [Respondent Mobile] 
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Email: [Respondent E-mail] 

1    Change details 

2    All details OK 

If 022/BI377=2 or 024/BI378=2, go to 327a/BI928. (Schedule appointment.) (DC: B40.4) 

If 025/BI229=2 or 3, go to 028/BI248. 

028 BI08248 Ask if 025/BI229=2 or 3. 

If no change to address at DE701: The letter should arrive in the next few days, so I'd like to make an appointment to 

call you back in about 10 days. 

  

If changes to address at DE701: The letter will be mailed in the next few days, so I’d like to make an appointment to 

call you back in about 10 days. 

Go to 326/BI927. (Schedule appointment.) (DC: B40.4) 

029 BI08241 Ask if 026/BI270=2. 

When would be a more convenient time to complete the survey? 

1    Answer the survey now 

2    Not willing to do the survey 

3    Not right now 

If response=1, go to 031/BI255. 

If response=2, go to 030/BI439. 

If response=3, go to 324/BI929. (Schedule appointment.) (DC: B40.4) 

030 BI08439 Ask if 029/BI241=2. 

A [reimbursement] will be sent to people who participate in this survey once the interview is completed, in recognition of 

their participation [and they will be entered into a draw for one of three iPad computers (Rtype=C)]. We think you will 

find the questions quite interesting. 

  

If respondent says they no longer smoke:  

We are very keen to get the views of people who have quit smoking as well - so we would be very grateful if you could 

help us. 

  

All: Can we just start with a few questions and see how it goes? 

1    Answer the survey now 

2    Not willing to do the survey 

3    Not right now 

If response=1, go to 031/BI255. 

If response=2, go to 320/AI655. (DC: B11.3 if 003/Rtype=C, C11 if 003/Rtype=P) 

If response=3, go to 324/BI929. (Schedule appointment.) (DC: B40.4) 

031 BI08255 Ask all. 

Thank you very much for agreeing to participate in our survey.  
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Before we begin, I'll mention that some of the questions ask you about the last 6 or 12 months: that means any time 

from [6M Anchor], or [12M Anchor], until now. 

  

Also, you might recognize some of the questions from the [previous New Zealand International Tobacco Control Project 

that you completed (Rtype=C)/ New Zealand Health survey (Rtype=P)]. For these questions we are interested in what 

may or may not have changed since the last time we spoke. 

  

In recognition of your participation, a [reimbursement] will be sent to you once the interview is completed [and you will 

be entered into a draw for one of three iPad computers (Rtype=C)]. 

  

Finally, participation in the survey is voluntary and you may skip any non-essential questions if you wish. You may stop 

and start again if you cannot complete the survey all at one time. You can withdraw from the study at any time without 

giving a reason. If you withdraw from the study, or decide not to participate, there will be no disadvantage to you other 

than you will not receive the Warehouse voucher [or be entered into the iPad draw (Rtype=C)].   

  

Let's begin. 

032 BI08240 *** DATA USER: INSTEAD OF 032/BI240, USE DERIVED 033/GENDER VARIABLE, SHOWN NEXT*** 

 Ask all. 

Record sex -- Ask only if unsure. 

1    Female 

2    Male 

033 GENDER Derived gender variable, to be derived by analysts for cross-country consistency. 

1    Male 

2    Female 

New variable ‘gender’ replaces ‘sex’ in the core dataset. 

  CIGARETTES -- CURRENT FREQUENCY 
034 QA08342 Ask if 003/Rtype=C and 069/FR309v@LSD=4-7. 

The last time we spoke to you in [LSD], you were not smoking cigarettes and had reported being quit since [LSD Quit 

date]. Have you remained stopped since that time, or returned to smoking, or did you relapse back to smoking for a while 

but have quit again? 

1    I have remained stopped ever since 

2    I relapsed back to smoking for a while, but have quit again 

3    I am back smoking 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 
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If response=1, go to 041/EFintro1. (062e/QA441d-f will be derived as [LSD Quit date].) 

If response=2 or 3, go to 035a/QA513u. 

If response=8 or 9, go to 008/BI470, then 325/BI904. (DC: B11.9) 

035a QA08513u Ask if 034/QA342=2 or 3. 

How long were you quit for, on your quit attempt that had started on [LSD Quit date]? 

1    Hours 

2    Days 

3    Weeks 

4    Months 

5    Years 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

Note: Enter code and record number on next screen/s. 

If response=1, go to 035b/QA513a. 

If response=2, go to 035c/QA513b. 

If response=3, go to 035d/QA513c. 

If response=4, go to 035e/QA513d. 

If response=5, go to 035f/QA513e. 

If (response=8 or 9) and 034/QA342=2, go to 041/EFintro1. 

If (response=8 or 9) and 034/QA342=3, go to 037/FR211. 

035b QA08513a Ask if 035a/QA513u=1. 

(number of hours ago) 

If 034/QA342=2, go to 041/EFintro1. 

If 034/QA342=3, go to 037/FR211. 

035c QA08513b Ask if 035a/QA513u=2. 

(number of days ago) 

035d QA08513c Ask if 035a/QA513u=3. 

(number of weeks ago) 

035e QA08513d Ask if 035a/QA513u=4. 

(number of months ago) 

035f QA08513e Ask if 035a/QA513u=5. 

(number of years ago) 

036 QA08334 Ask (if 003/Rtype=C and 069/FR309v@LSD=1-3) or (003/Rtype=P). 

Are you currently smoking cigarettes or have you quit? By 'cigarettes', we mean either tailor-made cigarettes -- that is, 

manufactured cigarettes in a packet -- or roll-your own cigarettes. 

1    Smoking 

2    Quit smoking 
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8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=2, go to 041/EFintro1. 

If response=8 or 9, go to 008/BI470, then 325/BI904. (DC: C11 if 003/Rtype=P, B11.9 if 003/Rtype=C) 

037 FR08211 Ask if 034/QA342=3 or 036/QA334=1. 

Do you smoke every day or less than every day? 

1    Every day 

2    Less than every day 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 041/EFintro1. 

If response=2, go to 038/FR221. 

If response=8 or 9, go to 008/BI470, then 325/BI904. (DC: C11 if 003/Rtype=P, B11.9 if 003/Rtype=C) 

038 FR08221 Ask if 037/FR211=2. 

Do you smoke at least once a week? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 041/EFintro1. 

If response=2, go to 039/FR231. 

If response=8 or 9, go to 008/BI470, then 325/BI904. (DC: C11 if 003/Rtype=P, B11.9 if 003/Rtype=C) 

039 FR08231 Ask if 038/FR221=2. 

Do you currently smoke cigarettes at least once a month? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 041/EFintro1. 

If response=2, go to 040/FR304. 

If response=8 or 9, go to 008/BI470, then 325/BI904. (DC: C11 if 003/Rtype=P, B11.9 if 003/Rtype=C) 

040 FR08304 Ask if 039/FR231=2. 

Since you smoke less than once a month, you could be considered either a smoker or a quitter.  Do you think of yourself 

as a smoker, or do you think of yourself as having quit smoking? 

1    Smoker 

2    Quitter 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 
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If response=1 or 2, go to 041/EFintro1. 

If response=8 or 9, go to 008/BI470, then 325/BI904. (DC: C11 if 003/Rtype=P, B11.9 if 003/Rtype=C) 

  E-CIGARETTES -- CURRENT FREQUENCY 
041 EFintro1 Ask all. 

Before we continue talking about ordinary cigarettes, we would like to ask you briefly about ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES. 

042 NC08301 Ask all replenishment; ask recontact if not aware of e-cigs at Wave 1. 

Ask 003/Rtype=P or (003/Rtype=C and 043/EF005v@LSD=2). 

Have you ever heard of electronic cigarettes, also called e-cigarettes, vapes, or vaping devices? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

043 EF08005v (Derived variable: heard of e-cigarettes.) 

  

If (EF005v@LSD=1) or (NC301=1), then EF005v=1. 

Otherwise, EF005v=2. 

1    Yes, heard of 

2    No, haven't heard of 

If response=2, go to 045/NC302v. 

044 NC08302 Ask anyone who is aware of e-cigarettes. Only ask recontact if never used e-cig at Wave 1. 

Ask if 043/EF005v=1 and [(003/Rtype=P) or (003/Rtype=C and 045/NC302v@LSD=2)]. 

Have you ever used an e-cigarette or vaping device, even one time? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

045 NC08302v (Derived variable: ever used e-cigarettes, even once.) 

  

If (NC302v@LSD=1) or (NC302=1), then NC302v=1. 

Otherwise, NC302v=2. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

If response=2, go to 048/HNintro. 

046 EF08575 Ask if 045/NC302v=1. 

Rtype=C and NC302v@LSD=1: The last time we spoke to you in [LSD], you mentioned having used an e-cigarette or 

vaping device at least once. 
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All: Have you used an e-cigarette or vaping device -- with or without nicotine -- in the past 12 months? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 048/HNintro. 

047 NC08304 Ask if 046/EF575=1. 

Read out response options. 

On average, how often do you CURRENTLY use e-cigarettes or vaping devices? 

1    Every day 

2    At least once a week, but not every day 

3    At least once a month, but not every week 

4    Less than monthly 

5    Not at all 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  HEAT-NOT-BURN PRODUCT USE 
048 HNintro Ask all. 

Now we would like to ask you briefly about HEAT-NOT-BURN products. 

049 HN08103 Ask all. 

Have you heard about new electronic products that heat tobacco instead of burning it? These products use battery power 

to heat capsules, pods, or cigarette-like sticks that contain tobacco.  These include products such as iQOS. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 052/QAintro. 

050 HN08106 Ask if 049/HN103=1. 

Have you ever used one of these “heat-not-burn” products, even one time? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 052/QAintro. 

051 HN08140 Ask if 050/HN106=1. 

How often, if at all, do you CURRENTLY use heat-not-burn products? 
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1    Daily 

2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 

3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 

4    Less than once a month, but occasionally 

5    I have only tried a heat-not-burn product a few times, but more than once 

6    I have only ever tried a heat-not-burn product once 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  CIGARETTES -- QUITTING ATTEMPTS 

052 QAintro Ask all. 

Thinking again about smoking ORDINARY CIGARETTES . . . 

053 QA08101 Ask if 036/QA334=1 and (040/FR304=1 or unasked). 

Have you ever tried to quit smoking? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

054 QA08101v (Derived variable: ever made a quit attempt.) 

  

If QA101=2, 8 or 9, then QA101v=2. 

If QA101=1, then QA101v=1. 

If Rtype=P and QA334=2, then QA101v=1. 

If Rtype=P and QA334=1 and FR304=2, then QA101v=1. 

If Rtype=C and FR309v@LSD=4-7, then QA101v=1. 

If Rtype=C and QA334=2, then QA101v=1. 

If Rtype=C and QA334=1 and FR304=2, then QA101v=1. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

055 QA08438 Ask if 003/Rtype=P and 036/QA334=2. 

Did you quit smoking within the last 12 months, that is, since [12M Anchor]? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

Go to 057/QA331v. 

056 QA08331 Ask if 054/QA101v=1 and (034/QA342=3 or 036/QA334=1) and (040/FR304=1 or unasked). 
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Rtype=C: Have you made any attempts to stop smoking since we last spoke to you in [LSD]? I mean quit attempts that 

STARTED after [LSD]. 

  

Rtype=P: Have you made any attempts to quit smoking in the last 12 months, that is, since [12M Anchor]? I mean quit 

attempts that STARTED in the last 12 months. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

057 QA08331v (Derived variable: if any quit attempts were made since LSD/ within past 12 months, for current Smokers or Quitters.) 

  

If (QA342=2) or (QA334=2 and Rtype=C) or (QA438=1) or (QA331=1), then QA331v=1. 

Otherwise, QA331v=2. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

058 QA08561 Ask if 057/QA331v=1. 

QA342=3 or (QA334=1 and Rtype=C): How many times in total have you tried to quit smoking since we last spoke to 

you in [LSD]? I mean quit attempts that STARTED after [LSD]. 

  

QA342=2 or (QA334=2 and Rtype=C): How many times in total have you tried to quit smoking since we last spoke to 

you in [LSD], INCLUDING your current quit attempt? I mean quit attempts that STARTED after [LSD]. 

  

QA334=1 and Rtype=P: In the last 12 months, how many times in total have you tried to quit smoking?  I mean quit 

attempts that STARTED in the last 12 months. 

  

QA334=2 and Rtype=P: In the last 12 months, how many times in total have you tried to quit smoking, INCLUDING 

your current quit attempt?  I mean quit attempts that STARTED in the last 12 months. 

 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

Enter number of attempts. Number must be at least 1. If necessary, say:  If you don't know exactly, try to give an 

estimate. 

If response=88 or 99, go to 061/QA561v. 

059 QA08569 Ask if 003/Rtype=C and 058/QA561=1. 

Did this quit attempt start within the last 12 months? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 
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9    Don't know 

Go to 061/QA561v. 

060 QA08570 Ask if 003/Rtype=C and (058/QA561>1 and <88). 

How many of those [QA561] quit attempts started within the last 12 months? 

 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

Enter number of attempts. Enter zero for ‘none’. If necessary, say:  If you don't know exactly, try to give an estimate. 

061 QA08561v (Derived variable: made at least one quit attempt within the last 12 months.) 

  

If (Rtype=P and QA561>0 and <88) or (QA569=1) or (QA570>0 and <88), then QA561v=1. 

Otherwise, QA561v=2. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

062a QA08441 

 [A] 

Ask if (057/QA331v=1) or (055/QA438=2, 8 or 9) or (040/FR304=2). 

FR304=2: How long ago did you reduce your smoking to less than monthly?  If you don’t know exactly when this 

happened, give us your best estimate. 

QA342=2 or QA334=2: When did you quit smoking? 

Otherwise: When did your most recent quit attempt start? 

  

All: How many days, weeks or months ago? Or do you know the actual date? 

1    Days 

2    Weeks 

3    Months 

4    Actual date given 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

Note: Enter code and record number or date on next screen/s 

  

If respondent mentions that they have quit in the past 2 months, say: Would you know the actual date or number of days 

since the start of your [most recent (QA334=1)/ current (QA334=2)] quit attempt? 

If response=1, go to 062b/QA441a. 

If response=2, go to 062c/QA441b. 

If response=3, go to 062d/QA441c. 

If response=4, go to 062e/QA441d. 

If (response=8 or 9) and (034/QA342=3 or 036/QA334=1), go to 063a/QA235u. 

If (response=8 or 9) and (034/QA342=2 or 036/QA334=2), go to 008/BI470, then 325/BI904. (DC: C11 if 

003/Rtype=P, B11.9 if 003/Rtype=C) 
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062b QA08441a Ask if 062a/QA441=1. 

(number of days ago) 

062c QA08441b Ask if 062a/QA441=2. 

(number of weeks ago) 

062d QA08441c Ask if 062a/QA441=3. 

(number of months ago) 

062e QA08441d Ask if 062a/QA441=4. 

(day of month) 

062f QA08441e (month) 

01    January 

02    February 

03    March 

04    April 

05    May 

06    June 

07    July 

08    August 

09    September 

10    October 

11    November 

12    December 

062g QA08441f (year) 

062h QA08442v (This variable needs to be derived for QA342=1, even though the data in QA441 are not asked if QA342=1, but are rather 

taken from LSD Quit date). 

(Derived variable: Number of days since start of most recent quit attempt.) 

063a QA08235u Ask if 061/QA561v=1 and [(034/QA342=3 or 036/QA334=1) and (040/FR304=1 or unasked)]. 

How long were you quit for, on this last quit attempt? 

1    Hours 

2    Days 

3    Weeks 

4    Months 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 063b/QA235a. 

If response=2, go to 063c/QA235b. 

If response=3, go to 063d/QA235c. 

If response=4, go to 063e/QA235d. 
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If response=8 or 9, go to 069/FR309v. 

063b QA08235a Ask if 063a/QA235u=1. 

(hours) 

063c QA08235b Ask if 063a/QA235u=2. 

(days) 

063d QA08235c Ask if 063a/QA235u=3. 

(weeks) 

063e QA08235d Ask if 063a/QA235u=4. 

(months) 

063f QA08236v (Derived variable:  Days smokefree on most recent attempt. 

Convert hours, weeks or months to days, if necessary.) 

064 QA08448 Ask if [060/QA570>1 or (003/Rtype=P and 058/QA561>1)] and 063a/QA235u=1-4. 

In the last 12 months, have you been quit for longer than [QA236v]? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

065a QA08551 Ask if 064/QA448=1. 

What is the longest time that you have been quit for in the last 12 months? 

1    Hours 

2    Days 

3    Weeks 

4    Months 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 065b/QA551a. 

If response=2, go to 065c/QA551b. 

If response=3, go to 065d/QA551c. 

If response=4, go to 065e/QA551d. 

If response=8 or 9, go to 069/FR309v. 

065b QA08551a Ask if 065a/QA551=1. 

(hours) 

065c QA08551b Ask if 065a/QA551=2. 

(days) 

065d QA08551c Ask if 065a/QA551=3. 

(weeks) 

065e QA08551d Ask if 065a/QA551=4. 
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(months) 

066 QA08701 Ask if (034/QA342=1 or 2) or (036/QA334=2) or (040/FR304=2). 

QA442v<=3 months (90 days): Have you had any cigarettes, even a puff, since you quit smoking?  

QA442v>3 months (90 days): Have you had any cigarettes, even a puff, in the last 3 months? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 069/FR309v. 

067 QA08706 Ask if 066/QA701=1. 

Was this a slip-up or are you still allowing yourself the occasional cigarette? 

1    Slip up 

2    Allowing an occasional cigarette 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, 8 or 9, go to 069/FR309v. 

068 QA08711 Ask if 067/QA706=2. 

Read out response options. 

How often are you allowing yourself a cigarette?  Would it be . . . 

1    Every day 

2    At least once a week, but not every day 

3    At least once a month, but not every week 

4    Less than monthly 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If QA711=1-3, say: 

For the purposes of the survey, we will be considering people who smoke at least once a month to be smokers. 

069 FR08309v (Derived variable -- smoking status) 

  

1 -- Daily smoker (if FR211=1 or QA711=1) 

2 -- Weekly smoker (if FR221=1 or QA711=2) 

3 -- Monthly smoker (if FR231=1 or FR304=1 or QA711=3) 

* Note: If FR304=1, status FR309v=3 actually means current less-than-monthly smoker who thinks of themselves as a 

smoker rather than a quitter. 

  

4 -- Quit in the last month (if (QA342=1 or QA342=2 or QA334=2 or FR304=2) and QA442v<30 days and (QA701>1 or 

QA706<>2 or QA711>3)) 
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5 -- Quit 1-6 months ago (if (QA342=1 or QA342=2 or QA334=2 or FR304=2) and QA442v =30-182 days and (QA701>1 

or QA706<>2 or QA711>3)) 

6 -- Quit 6-12 months ago (if (QA342=1 or QA342=2 or QA334=2 or FR304=2) and QA442v =183-365 days and 

(QA701>1 or QA706<>2 or QA711>3)) 

7 -- Quit>12 months ago (if (QA342=1 or QA342=2 or QA334=2 or FR304=2) and QA442v>365 days and (QA701>1 or 

QA706<>2 or QA711>3)) 

070 FR08216 Ask if 069/FR309v=1. 

On average, how many cigarettes do you smoke each day, including both tailor-made and roll-your-own cigarettes? 

 

888    Refused 

999    Don't Know 

If respondent gives range (e.g. 15-20 cigarettes) and cannot be more specific, take the midpoint of the range and round up 

if necessary (e.g. 17.5 becomes 18.0). 

Go to 073/FR245v (derivation of CPD). 

071 FR08226 Ask if 069/FR309v=2. 

On average, how many cigarettes do you smoke each week, including both tailor-made and roll-your-own cigarettes? 

 

888    Refused 

999    Don't Know 

If respondent gives range (e.g. 15-20 cigarettes) and cannot be more specific, take the midpoint of the range and round up 

if necessary (e.g. 17.5 becomes 18.0). 

Go to 073/FR245v (derivation of CPD). 

072 FR08236 Ask if 069/FR309v=3. 

On average, how many cigarettes do you smoke each month, including both tailor-made and roll-your-own cigarettes? 

 

888    Refused 

999    Don't Know 

If respondent gives range (e.g. 15-20 cigarettes) and cannot be more specific, take the midpoint of the range and round up 

if necessary (e.g. 17.5 becomes 18.0). 

Go to 073/FR245v (derivation of CPD). 

073 FR08245v (Derived variable: cigarettes per day (continuous)) 

074 FR08250v (Derived variable: cigarettes per day (categories), calculated from FR245V) 

0    1-10 cigarettes 

1    11-20 cigarettes 

2    21-30 cigarettes 

3    More than 31 cigarettes 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 
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  CIGARETTES -- BRAND CHOICE 
075 FR08326 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

Do you smoke …? 

1    Tailor-made cigarettes only 

2    Roll-your-own cigarettes only 

3    Both 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=2, go to 077a/FR354. 

If response=3, go to 076/FR331. 

Otherwise, go to 078/BR310. 

076 FR08331 Ask if 075/FR326=3. 

For every ten cigarettes you smoke, about how many are roll-your-own? 

 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

Enter number of roll-your-own cigarettes.  Enter 0 if less than 1.  You can't answer more than 10. 

077a FR08354 Ask if 075/FR326=2 or 3. 

Read out response options.  Select all that apply. 

Which of the following are important reasons for your smoking roll-your-own cigarettes? 

Having to roll them allows me to control the amount I smoke. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

077b FR08355 They are less expensive. 

077c FR08351 They are less harmful to my health. 

077d FR08358 You can mix it with other non-tobacco products such as cannabis or marijuana. 

078 BR08310 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Do you have a usual or preferred brand and variety of cigarettes? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

079 BR08333 Interviewer Training and Instructions for Brand question: 
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INTERVIEWER TRAINING -- Examples of probing:  

  

The varieties listed for the respondent’s brand family will suggest the kind of probing that is most likely to be useful. 

Descriptors shown in brackets are non-essential information that may help the interviewer identify the correct brand variety 

– e.g. RYO: Drum Classic (Navy Blue) has ‘Navy Blue’ in brackets because ‘Drum Classic’ is enough information to identify 

the variety, but some respondents may answer with the term ‘Navy Blue’. 

  

Interviewers should say: “Are there any other words that help identify the name of your brand?” OR “How do you ask for 

your specific brand in the store?” If the response could fit several different varieties on the list, ask specifically: “Which Pall 

Mall pack would that be?” 

  

If the description offered by the respondent isn’t specific enough and therefore fits both two varieties – e.g. menthol and 

non-menthol entries -- probe by saying: “Is that menthol or not menthol?” Similarly, if the description could apply to entries 

for multiple lengths – e.g. King Size and 100s -- probe by saying: “Do you smoke King Size or 100s, or some other length?” 

  

In other words, use the names of the listed entries – within the mentioned brand family -- to probe for details, and thus to 

narrow down the options and identify the one code that fits the respondent’s answer – if there is one. Confirm that variety 

with the respondent. If no entry matches, or if respondent does not confirm the entry you think is closest, then code “other” 

and enter respondent’s answer as a text response. 

080a BR08361 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Do not read out brand names.  Code one brand only.   

Probe for details, to code as specifically as possible. All roll-your-own tobacco brands are located at the end of the list and 

all have "RYO:" in front of the brand name. 

BR310=1: What specific brand and variety of [cigarettes/ roll-your-own tobacco] do you smoke more than any other? 

BR310>1: What specific brand and variety of [cigarettes/ roll-your-own tobacco] are you currently smoking? 

 

8888    Refused 

9996    Unbranded 

9997    Other brand (specify) 

9999    Don't Know 

If necessary, say: 

"What is the name you use when you ask for your brand in the store?" 

080b BR08361o Ask if 080a/BR361=9997. 

Specify other brand. 

081a BR08307 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

How would you describe the flavour of your [usual (BR310=1)/ current (BR310>1)] brand of cigarettes? 

1    Just tobacco 
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2    Tobacco and menthol 

3    Tobacco and some other flavour 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

081b BR08307o Ask if 081a/BR307=3. 

What other flavour? 

082 BR08357 Ask if 080a/BR361=any of the designated flavour capsule brands (see brand list). 

Does your [usual (BR310=1)/ current (BR310>1)] brand have a capsule in the filter that releases a flavour when it is 

crushed? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

083 BR08503 Ask if 078/BR310=1 and 080a/BR361 is a valid brand code. 

About how long have you been smoking [BR361]?   Would it be less than 12 months, or at least 12 months? 

1    Less than 12 months 

2    At least 12 months 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

084a BR08616 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3 and 080a/BR361 is a valid brand code. 

In choosing to smoke [BR361], was part of your decision to smoke this brand based on any of the following… 

It may not be as bad for your health? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

084b BR08626 The price? 

084c BR08636 The taste? 

084d BR08641 How satisfying they are? 

084e BR08623 Your friends smoke them? 

084f BR08622 The design of the pack? 

  CIGARETTES -- DEPENDENCE 
085a SB08020 Ask if 069/FR309v=1. 

Do not read out time units. 

Respondent can answer with one time unit, or use both hours and minutes to give a more accurate answer. 

How soon after waking do you usually have your first cigarette? 
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1    Minutes 

2    Hours 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

Enter choice of time units, or a non-response code. 

085b SB08021a (number of minutes) 

 

888    Refused 

999    Don't Know 

For >90 minutes, use hours field. 

085c SB08021b (number of hours) 

Must be less than 24 hours. 

086 SB08012v (Derived variable -- composite: total min to first cig, continuous) 

087 SB08013v (Derived variable -- composite: total min to first cig, category) 

0    More than 60 min 

1    31-60 min 

2    6 to 30 min 

3    5 min or less 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

088 FR08234 Ask if 069/FR309v=2-3. 

In an average week, on how many days do you smoke? 

 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=7, say:  You have already told us you're not a daily smoker.  Are you sure you want your answer to be 7 

days a week? 

089 SB08031 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-5. 

Read out response options. 

Do you consider yourself addicted to cigarettes?  Would you say . . . 

1    Not at all 

2    Yes -- somewhat addicted 

3    Yes -- very addicted 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

090a SB08205 Ask all. 

Read out response options if necessary. 
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The following questions ask you about how often you’ve had certain thoughts in the last 30 days, that is, since [30-day 

Anchor]. For each question, please answer using one of the following:    Never, Rarely, Sometimes, Often, Very Often. 

  

In the last 30 days -- since [30-day Anchor] -- how often, if at all, did you . . . 

FR309v=1-3:   Think about the harm your smoking might be doing to you? 

FR309v=4-7:   Think about the harm your smoking might have been doing to you if you were still smoking? 

1    Never 

2    Rarely 

3    Sometimes 

4    Often 

5    Very often 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

090b SB08207 FR309v=1-3:   Think about the harm your smoking might be doing to other people? 

FR309v=4-7:   Think about the harm your smoking might have been doing to other people if you were still smoking? 

090c SB08211 FR309v=1-3:   Think about the money you spend on smoking? 

FR309v=4-7:   Think about the money you used to spend on smoking? 

091 SB08226 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-4. 

Read out response options. 

In the last 30 days, how often, if at all, have you stubbed out a cigarette before you finished it because you thought 

about the harm of smoking? 

1    Never 

2    Once 

3    A few times 

4    Lots of times 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

092 SB08234 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

In the last 30 days, how often, if at all, have you stopped yourself from having a cigarette when you had the urge to 

smoke? 

1    Never 

2    Once 

3    A few times 

4    Lots of times 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 
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  CIGARETTES -- KNOWLEDGE OF HEALTH EFFECTS and TOBACCO CONSTITUENTS 
093a KN08221 Ask all. 

I am going to read you a list of health effects and diseases that may or may not be caused by smoking cigarettes.  Based 

on what you know or believe, does smoking cause . . . 

Stroke? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If respondent says they have never heard of the condition, choose 'Don't Know'. 

093b KN08231 Impotence in male smokers? 

093c KN08246 Blindness? 

093d KN08259 Mouth cancer? 

093e KN08247 Gangrene? 

093f KN08224 Bladder cancer? 

093g KN08257 Throat cancer? 

093h KN08243 Emphysema? 

093i KN08223 Heart attack in non-smokers, from second-hand smoke? 

093j KN08109 Serious harm to babies from smoking during pregnancy? 

093k KN08103 Premature ageing (such as skin wrinkles)? 

093l KN08251 Lung cancer in non-smokers from secondhand smoke? 

093m KN08255 Asthma in children from secondhand smoke? 

094 KN08431 Ask all. 

Is it true or false that . . . 

Filters reduce the harmfulness of cigarettes. 

1    True 

2    False 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  CIGARETTES -- WARNING LABELS 
095 WL08201 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

In the last 30 days -- that is, since [30-day anchor] -- how often, if at all, have you noticed the warning labels on 

cigarette packages? 

1    Never 
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2    Rarely 

3    Sometimes 

4    Often 

5    Very often 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 097/WL221. 

Otherwise, go to 096/WL211. 

096 WL08211 Ask if 095/WL201=2-9. 

Read out response options. 

In the last 30 days, how often, if at all, have you read or looked closely at the warning labels on cigarette packages? 

1    Never 

2    Rarely 

3    Sometimes 

4    Often 

5    Very often 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

097 WL08221 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

In the last 30 days, have the warning labels stopped you from having a cigarette when you were about to smoke one?   

Would you say . . . 

1    Never 

2    Once 

3    A few times 

4    Many times 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

098 WL08313 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-4. 

In the last 30 days, have you made any effort to avoid looking at or thinking about the warning labels -- such as covering 

them up, keeping them out of sight, using a cigarette case, avoiding certain warnings, or any other means? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

099 WL08411 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

To what extent, if at all, do the warning labels make you think about the health risks of smoking? 
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1    Not at all 

2    A little 

3    Somewhat 

4    A lot 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

100 WL08421 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

To what extent, if at all, do the warning labels on cigarette packs make you more likely to quit smoking? 

1    Not at all 

2    A little 

3    Somewhat 

4    A lot 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

101 WL08431 Ask if 069/FR309v=4-7. 

Read out response options. 

To what extent, if at all, do the warning labels on cigarette packs make you more likely to stay quit? 

1    Not at all 

2    A little 

3    Somewhat 

4    A lot 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

102 IN08619 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

When you look at a cigarette pack, what do you usually notice first -- the warning labels, or other aspects of the pack 

such as branding? 

1    Warning labels 

2    Other aspects of the pack such as branding 

3    Neither -- I don't usually notice the warning labels or anything else 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

103 IN08620 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Is the pack you are currently smoking one of the new packs, which has all of its logos removed, and has large picture 

health warnings on the front and back? 

1    Yes 

2    No 
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8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

104 WL08425 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

How do the warning labels make you feel?  Do they make you . . . 

1    Very alarmed 

2    Somewhat alarmed 

3    Neither alarmed nor calm 

4    Somewhat calm 

5    Very calm 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

105 WL08424 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

How do the warning labels make you feel?  Are the feelings . . . 

1    Very unpleasant 

2    Somewhat unpleasant 

3    Neither unpleasant nor pleasant 

4    Somewhat pleasant 

5    Very pleasant 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

106 WL08428 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

How believable do you think the health warnings are? 

1    Not at all believable 

2    A little believable 

3    Somewhat believable 

4    Very believable 

5    Extremely believable 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

107 WL08449 Ask all. 

Do not read out response options.  Select the first one mentioned. 

On the outside of tobacco packets there is a 0800 telephone number. What organisation or service do you get if you call 

it? 

1    Quitline or helpline or quitting support 

2    [leave blank] 
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3    Information on smoking 

4    Product complaints 

5    Tobacco company 

6    Other organization or service 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

Explain if necessary: The number is 0800 778 778. Also we are asking about the number on the OUTSIDE of the pack. 

  CIGARETTES -- PLAIN PACKAGING 
108 BR08669 Ask if 078/BR310=1 and 080a/BR361 is a valid brand code. 

Read out response options. 

How often, if at all, do you PURCHASE brands other than [BR361] for yourself? 

1    At least once a week 

2    At least once a month, but not every week 

3    Less than once a month 

4    Never 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

109 IN08633 Ask if 083/BR503=2. 

Compared to 12 months ago, do your cigarettes currently taste better, taste worse, taste the same, or just taste 

different? 

1    Taste better 

2    Taste worse 

3    Taste the same 

4    Just taste different 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

110 IN08634 Ask if 083/BR503=2. 

Compared to 12 months ago, do you find your cigarettes more satisfying, less satisfying, or just as satisfying? 

1    More satisfying 

2    Less satisfying 

3    Just as satisfying 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

111 IN08636 Ask if 083/BR503=2. 

Compared to 12 months ago, do you think that your cigarettes are better value, worse value, or about the same value? 

1    Better value 
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2    Worse value 

3    About the same value 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

112 BR08380 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Now thinking about the quality of your cigarettes/ tobacco.  Would you describe them as: very high quality, high quality, 

medium quality, or low quality? 

1    Very high quality 

2    High quality 

3    Medium quality 

4    Low quality 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

113 IN08601 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

To what extent, if at all, do you like the look of your cigarette pack or tobacco pouch? 

1    Not at all 

2    A little 

3    Somewhat 

4    Quite a lot 

5    Very much 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

114 IN08609 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

To what extent, if at all, does seeing your cigarette pack or tobacco pouch lead you to think about the pleasure you will 

get from smoking your next cigarette? 

1    Not at all 

2    A little 

3    Somewhat 

4    A lot 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

115 IN08610 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

How often does seeing a cigarette pack or pouch of tobacco make you want to have a cigarette? 

1    Never 

2    Rarely 
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3    Sometimes 

4    Often 

5    Very often 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

116 IN08611 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

In the last 30 days, how often, if at all, have you covered up your cigarette pack or tobacco pouch or put it out of sight? 

1    Never 

2    Once 

3    A few times 

4    Lots of times 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

117 LM08109 Ask all. 

FR309v=1-3 AND BR310=1:  Based on your experience of smoking, do you think that the brand you usually smoke 

might be a little less harmful, no different, or a little more harmful, compared to other cigarette brands? 

FR309v=1-3 AND BR310<>1:  Based on your experience of smoking, do you think that the brand you are currently 

smoking might be a little less harmful, no different, or a little more harmful, compared to other cigarette brands? 

FR309v=4-7:  Based on your experience of smoking, do you think that the brand you used to smoke might be a little 

less harmful, no different, or a little more harmful, compared to other cigarette brands? 

1    A little less harmful 

2    No different 

3    A little more harmful 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

118 LM08255 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

Now thinking about different brands of cigarettes, not their varieties . . . We are interested in your thoughts on how 

brands compare to each other.  In your opinion, how different are cigarette brands in how they taste? 

1    Not at all different 

2    A little different 

3    Somewhat different 

4    Very different 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

Interviewer note: If necessary, give examples of brands such as Holiday or Freedom. 

If response=2-4, go to 119a/LM368. 
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Otherwise, go to 120/BR384. 

119a LM08368 Ask if 118/LM255=2-4. 

Read out response options. 

To what extent do any of the following give YOU useful information on how cigarettes will taste: 

The brand name? 

1    Not at all 

2    A little 

3    Somewhat 

4    A lot 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

119b LM08369 Descriptive words on the pack like Rich, Classic, Mellow, Red, or Blue? 

120 BR08384 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

How much do brands differ in their prestige or status? 

1    Not at all different 

2    A little different 

3    Somewhat different 

4    Very different 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

121 LM08251 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

Most cigarette brands have a range of varieties, such as Pall Mall Red, Green and Blue, or Benson and Hedges Classic, 

Rich and Subtle.  In your opinion, how different in strength are the varieties within a cigarette brand? 

1    Not at all different 

2    A little different 

3    Somewhat different 

4    Very different 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  ANTI-SMOKING CAMPAIGNS 
122 AD08700 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Now I would like you to think about advertising or information that describes the DANGERS OF SMOKING, such as the harm 

to smokers' health. 
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In the last 6 months -- since [6M anchor] -- how often, if at all, have you noticed such advertising or information? 

1    Never 

2    Rarely 

3    Sometimes 

4    Often 

5    Very often 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If respondent asks, we mean what has been noticed within [respondent's country], and not when travelling outside the 

country. 

123 AD08704 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Now think about advertising or information that specifically mentions quitting and provides encouragement or information 

about quitting. 

In the last 6 months -- since [6M anchor] -- how often, if at all, have you noticed such advertising or information? 

1    Never 

2    Rarely 

3    Sometimes 

4    Often 

5    Very often 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If respondent asks, we mean what has been noticed within [respondent's country], and not when travelling outside the 

country. 

124 AC08771 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3 and (122/AD700=2-5 or 123/AD704=2-5). 

Did any of this advertising or information ever make you think about quitting smoking or try to quit smoking? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  TOBACCO SOURCES AND LAST PURCHASE 
125 PU08471 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

In the last 6 months, how often have you seen loose, single or unpackaged cigarettes for sale? 

1    Every day 

2    Not every day but once a week or more 
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3    1 to 3 times a month 

4    Once or a few times in the last 6 months 

5    Not at all in the last 6 months 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

126 Sointro Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

These next questions are about cigarette prices and where you get your cigarettes. 

127a SO08221 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Do not read out response options. 

  

If respondent says "store" or "shop" ask: "Would that be a convenience store or petrol/ gas station, a supermarket, or a 

discount store?” 

If you're not sure about store category don't guess. Code “somewhere else” (15) and type in response verbatim. 

If doesn't remember any details of last purchase, code 'doesn't remember' (76); if does not remember place of last 

purchase, code as “don’t know” (99) and continue with next question. 

Where did you LAST buy [cigarettes/ roll-your-own tobacco] for YOURSELF? 

01    Dairy/ local store 

02    Small supermarket/ superette/ Convenience store (e.g. Four Square, 7-11, etc.) 

03    Petrol/ gas station 

04    Large supermarket (e.g. Pak and Save, Countdown, New World, Woolworths) 

05    Bar/ pub, restaurant, casino, game room, or other entertainment establishment 

06    Specialist tobacco store/ tobacconist 

07    Liquor store or bottle shop 

08    Vending machines (including ones in bars) 

09    Duty free shop 

10    Outside of the country (but not at a duty free shop) 

11    [leave blank] 

12    On the Internet (including online supermarket shopping) 

13    From someone else (not at a store, shop or other mainstream establishment) selling cigarettes independently 

and/ or illegally, perhaps at local markets, door-to-door, or just in the street 

14    From a friend or relative 

15    From somewhere else 

76    Doesn't remember any details of last purchase 

88    Refused 

99    Don't Know 

If response=15, go to 127b/SO221o. 

If response=1-14, go to 128/SO301. 

Otherwise, go to 129/SO321. 
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127b SO08221o Ask if 127a/SO221=15. 

Specify other location. 

128 SO08301 Ask if 127a/SO221=1-15. 

You've just told me where you last bought [cigarettes/ tobacco].  Is this where you buy MOST of your [cigarettes/ 

tobacco]? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 130/BR701. 

Otherwise, go to 129/SO321. 

129 SO08321 Ask if 128/SO301>1 or 127a/SO221=76-99. 

Do not read out response options. 

Where do you buy or get MOST of your cigarettes [or tobacco]? 

01    Dairy/ local store 

02    Small supermarket/ superette/ Convenience store (e.g. Four Square, 7-11, etc.) 

03    Petrol/ gas station 

04    Large supermarket (e.g. Pak and Save, Countdown, New World, Woolworths) 

05    Bar/ pub, restaurant, casino, game room, or other entertainment establishment 

06    Specialist tobacco store/ tobacconist 

07    Liquor store or bottle shop 

08    Vending machines (including ones in bars) 

09    Duty free shop 

10    Outside of the country (but not at a duty free shop) 

11    [leave blank] 

12    On the Internet (including online supermarket shopping) 

13    From someone else (not at a store, shop or other mainstream establishment) selling cigarettes independently 

and/ or illegally, perhaps at local markets, door-to-door, or just in the street 

14    From a friend or relative 

15    From somewhere else 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

If respondent says "store" or "shop" ask: "Would that be a convenience store or petrol/ gas station, a supermarket, or a 

discount store?"   If you're not sure about store category, don't guess. Code other (15). 

130 BR08701 Ask if 127a/SO221=1-15, 88 or 99. 

This last time you bought [cigarettes/ tobacco], was it [your usual or preferred brand (BR310=1)/ the brand you are 

currently smoking (BR310>1)]? 

1    Yes 
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2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 132/BR227. 

Otherwise, go to 131a/BR712. 

131a BR08712 Ask if 130/BR701=2, 8 or 9. 

Do not read out brand names.  Code one brand only.   

Probe for details, to code as specifically as possible. All roll-your-own tobacco brands are located at the end of the list and 

all have "RYO:" in front of the brand name. 

BR310=1:   What specific brand and variety did you buy? 

BR310<>1:   What specific brand and variety did you last buy? 

 

8888    Refused 

9996    Unbranded 

9997    Other brand (specify) 

9999    Don't Know 

131b BR08712o Ask if 131a/BR712=9997. 

Specify other brand. 

132 BR08227 Ask if 075/FR326=3, 8 or 9 and 127a/SO221<>76. 

This last purchase -- was it tailor-made cigarettes or roll-your-own tobacco? 

1    Tailor-made cigarettes 

2    Roll-your-own tobacco 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 133/PU201. 

If response=2, go to 155/PU511. 

If response=8 or 9, go to 164/PU622. 

133 PU08201 Ask if (075/FR326=1 OR (FR326=3, 8 or 9 AND 132/BR227=1)) AND 127a/SO221<>76. 

SO221=14:   When you bought or got these cigarettes from your friend or relative, did you get them by the carton, the 

pack or as loose, single or unpackaged cigarettes? 

SO221<>14:   Did you buy these cigarettes by the carton, the pack, or as loose, single or unpackaged cigarettes? 

1    Carton 

2    Pack 

3    Loose, single, unpackaged cigarettes 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

Accept "don't know" response from those who got cigarettes/ tobacco from a friend or relative. 

If response=1, go to 134/PU211. 
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If response=2, go to 142/PU311. 

If response=3, go to 149/PU411. 

Otherwise, go to 164/PU622. 

134 PU08211 Ask if 133/PU201=1. 

How many cartons did you get? 

 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

135a PU08222 Ask if 133/PU201=1. 

Do not read out list. 

How many packs of cigarettes were in ONE carton? 

01    Four 

02    Five 

03    Six 

04    Seven 

05    Eight 

06    Ten 

07    Twenty 

08    Other (specify) 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

If response=8, go to 135b/PU222o. 

Otherwise, go to 136a/PU227. 

135b PU08222o Ask if 135a/PU222=8. 

Specify other number of packs per carton. 

136a PU08227 Ask if 133/PU201=1. 

Do not read out list. 

How many cigarettes were in ONE pack? 

01    Ten 

02    Twenty 

03    Twenty-one 

04    Twenty-five 

05    Twenty-six 

06    Thirty 

07    Thirty-five 

08    Forty 

09    Fifty 

10    Other (specify) 
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88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

If response=10, go to 136b/PU227o. 

If response<>10 and 134/PU211=1, go to 139/PU231. 

If response<>10 and 134/PU211>1, go to 137/PU229. 

136b PU08227o Ask if 136a/PU227=10. 

Specify other number of cigarettes per pack. 

If 134/PU211=1, go to 139/PU231. 

If 134/PU211>1, go to 137/PU229. 

137 PU08229 Ask if 134/PU211>1. 

I'd like to find out how much you paid.  Is it easier for you to say how much you paid per carton or how much you paid 

for all the cartons? 

1    Price per carton 

2    Total paid for all cartons 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

Whichever is easier for respondent -- price per carton or price for all cartons together.  Respondents might not know the 

cost per carton, and we don’t want them to do arithmetic. 

If response=1, go to 139/PU231. 

If response=2, go to 138/PU241. 

Otherwise, go to 140/PU2v. 

138 PU08241 Ask if 137/PU229=2. 

How much did you pay for all cartons? 

 

888    Refused 

999    Don't Know 

Enter dollars and cents with decimal point. 

Enter exact price -- do not round number. If they give a range, ask them to specify. If they cannot narrow down the range, 

enter midpoint of the range. 

Go to 140/PU2v. 

139 PU08231 Ask if 134/PU211=1 or 137/PU229=1. 

How much did you pay for ONE carton? 

 

888    Refused 

999    Don't Know 

Enter dollars and cents with decimal point. 

Enter exact price -- do not round number. If they give a range, ask them to specify. If they cannot narrow down the range, 

enter midpoint of the range. 
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Go to 140/PU2v. 

140 PU2v Derived price per unit (cigarette) for carton purchase section: 

  

1. Derive price per carton as PU231v: 

If PU229=2, then PU231v = [PU241] / [PU211]. 

Otherwise, PU231v = [PU231]. 

  

2. Derive price per unit (cigarette) as PU2v: 

PU2v = [PU231v] / ([PU222(o)]*[PU227(o)]) 

Allowable price range per cigarette (NZD): 

If (SO221=09, 10, 13, 14 or 15), then allowable price range is $0.00 - $2.00. 

Otherwise, allowable price range is $0.75 - $2.00. 

If 140/PU2v value is outside of allowable range, go to 141/PU2_chk. 

If 140/PU2v value is within allowable range, or cannot be derived due to non-response (Ref/DK) at relevant 

questions, go to 164/PU622. 

141 PU2_chk Ask if 133/PU201=1 and derived price per cigarette at 140/PU2v is outside of the allowable range. 

Just to confirm: 

You LAST bought cigarettes FOR YOURSELF by the CARTON. 

You bought [PU211] carton(s) containing [PU222(o)] packs of cigarettes [per carton]. 

Each pack of cigarettes contained [PU227(o)] cigarettes. 

You paid [PU231 per carton/ PU231 for the carton/ PU241 for all the cartons together]. 

  

Is this correct? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=2, clear responses and go back to 133/PU201. 

Otherwise, go to 164/PU622. 

142 PU08311 Ask if 133/PU201=2. 

How many packs did you get? 

 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

143a PU08322 Ask if 133/PU201=2. 

Do not read out list. 

How many cigarettes were in ONE pack? 

01    Ten 
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02    Twenty 

03    Twenty-one 

04    Twenty-five 

05    Twenty-six 

06    Thirty 

07    Thirty-five 

08    Forty 

09    Fifty 

10    Other (specify) 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

If response=10, go to 143b/PU322o. 

If response<>10 and 142/PU311=1, go to 146/PU331. 

If response<>10 and 142/PU311>1, go to 144/PU329. 

143b PU08322o Ask if 143a/PU322=10. 

Specify other number of cigarettes per pack. 

144 PU08329 Ask If 142/PU311>1. 

I'd like to find out how much you paid.  Is it easier for you to say how much you paid per pack or how much you paid for 

all the packs? 

1    Price per pack 

2    Total paid for all packs 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

Whichever is easier for respondent -- price per pack or price for all packs together.  Respondents might not know the cost 

per pack, and we don’t want them to do arithmetic. 

If response=1, go to 146/PU331. 

If response=2, go to 145/PU341. 

Otherwise, go to 147/PU3v. 

145 PU08341 Ask if 144/PU329=2. 

How much did you pay for all packs? 

 

888    Refused 

999    Don't Know 

Enter dollars and cents with decimal point. 

Enter exact price -- do not round number. If they give a range, ask them to specify. If they cannot narrow down the range, 

enter midpoint of the range. 

Go to 147/PU3v. 

146 PU08331 Ask if 142/PU311=1 or 144/PU329=1. 
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How much did you pay for ONE pack? 

 

888    Refused 

999    Don't Know 

Enter dollars and cents with decimal point. 

Enter exact price -- do not round number. If they give a range, ask them to specify. If they cannot narrow down the range, 

enter midpoint of the range. 

Go to 147/PU3v. 

147 PU3v Derived price per unit (cigarette) for pack purchase section: 

  

1. Derive price per pack as PU331v: 

If PU329=2, then PU331v = [PU341] / [PU311]. 

Otherwise, PU331v = [PU331]. 

  

2. Derive price per unit (cigarette) as PU3v: 

PU3v = [PU331v] / [PU322(o)] 

Allowable price range per cigarette (NZD): 

If (SO221=09, 10, 13, 14 or 15), then allowable price range is $0.00 - $2.00. 

Otherwise, allowable price range is $0.75 - $2.00. 

If 147/PU3v value is outside of allowable range, go to 148/PU3_chk. 

If 147/PU3v value is within allowable range, or cannot be derived due to non-response (Ref/DK) at relevant 

questions, go to 164/PU622. 

148 PU3_chk Ask if 133/PU201=2 and derived price per cigarette at 147/PU3v is outside of the allowable range. 

Just to confirm: 

You LAST bought cigarettes FOR YOURSELF by the PACK. 

You bought [PU311] pack(s) containing [PU322(o)] cigarettes [per pack]. 

You paid [PU331 per pack/ PU331 for the pack/ PU341 for all the packs together]. 

  

Is this correct? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=2, clear responses and go back to 133/PU201. 

Otherwise, go to 164/PU622. 

149 PU08411 Ask if 133/PU201=3. 

How many loose cigarettes did you get? 
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888    Refused 

999    Don't Know 

150 PU08429 Ask if 149/PU411>1. 

I'd like to find out how much you paid.  Is it easier for you to say how much you paid per cigarette or how much you paid 

for all cigarettes? 

1    Price per cigarette 

2    Total paid for all cigarettes 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

Whichever is easier for respondent -- price per cigarette or price for all cigarettes together.  Respondents might not know 

the cost per cigarette, and we don’t want them to do arithmetic. 

If response=1, go to 152/PU431. 

If response=2, go to 151/PU441. 

Otherwise, go to 153/PU4v. 

151 PU08441 Ask if 150/PU429=2. 

How much did you pay for all loose cigarettes? 

 

888    Refused 

999    Don't Know 

Enter dollars and cents with decimal point. 

Enter exact price -- do not round number. If they give a range, ask them to specify. If they cannot narrow down the range, 

enter midpoint of the range. 

Go to 153/PU4v. 

152 PU08431 Ask if 149/PU411=1 or 150/PU429=1. 

How much did you pay for ONE cigarette? 

 

888    Refused 

999    Don't Know 

Enter dollars and cents with decimal point. 

Enter exact price -- do not round number. If they give a range, ask them to specify. If they cannot narrow down the range, 

enter midpoint of the range. 

Go to 153/PU4v. 

153 PU4v Derived price per unit (cigarette) for cigarette purchase section: 

  

Derive price per unit (cigarette) as PU4v:  

If PU429=2, then PU4v = [PU441] / [PU411]. 

Otherwise, PU4v = [PU431]. 

Allowable price range per cigarette (NZD): 
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If (SO221=09, 10, 13, 14 or 15), then allowable price range is $0.00 - $2.00. 

Otherwise, allowable price range is $0.75 - $2.00. 

If 153/PU4v value is outside of allowable range, go to 154/PU4_chk. 

If 153/PU4v value is within allowable range, or cannot be derived due to non-response (Ref/DK) at relevant 

questions, go to 164/PU622. 

154 PU4_chk Ask if 133/PU201=3 and derived price per cigarette at 153/PU4v is outside of the allowable range. 

Just to confirm: 

You LAST bought SINGLE cigarettes FOR YOURSELF. 

You bought [PU411] cigarette(s). 

You paid [PU431 per cigarette/ PU431 for the cigarette/ PU441 for all the cigarettes together]. 

 

Is this correct? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=2, clear responses and go back to 133/PU201. 

Otherwise, go to 164/PU622. 

155 PU08511 Ask if (075/FR326=2 OR (FR326=3, 8 or 9 AND 132/BR227=2)) AND 127a/SO221<>76. 

How many pouches of roll-your-own tobacco did you get? 

 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 158/PU531.  

If response>1, go to 156/PU529. 

156 PU08529 Ask if 155/PU511>1. 

I'd like to find out how much you paid.  Is it easier for you to say how much you paid per pouch or how much you paid for 

all pouches? 

1    Price per pouch 

2    Total paid for all pouches 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

Whichever is easier for respondent -- price per pouch or price for all pouches together.  Respondents might not know the 

cost per pouch, and we don’t want them to do arithmetic. 

If response=1, go to 158/PU531. 

If response=2, go to 157/PU541. 

Otherwise, go to 159/PU545. 

157 PU08541 Ask if 156/PU529=2. 
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How much did you pay for all pouches? 

 

888    Refused 

999    Don't Know 

Enter dollars and cents with decimal point. 

Enter exact price -- do not round number. If they give a range, ask them to specify. If they cannot narrow down the range, 

enter midpoint of the range. 

Go to 159/PU545. 

158 PU08531 Ask if 155/PU511=1 or 156/PU529=1. 

How much did you pay for ONE pouch? 

 

888    Refused 

999    Don't Know 

Enter dollars and cents with decimal point. 

Enter exact price -- do not round number. If they give a range, ask them to specify. If they cannot narrow down the range, 

enter midpoint of the range. 

Go to 159/PU545. 

159 PU08545 Ask if (075/FR326=2 OR (FR326=3, 8 or 9 AND 132/BR227=2)) AND 127a/SO221<>76. 

Code whatever size units the respondent spontaneously uses -- verbal or grams etc. 

What sized pouch did you buy? 

1    Grams 

2    Ounces 

3    Other (Verbal designation) 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 160a/PU547. 

If response=2, go to 160b/PU548. 

If response=3, go to 161/PU552. 

Otherwise, go to 162/PU5v. 

160a PU08547 Ask if 159/PU545=1. 

What sized pouch did you buy? 

Enter number of grams.  Round up any decimal places. 

160b PU08548 Ask if 159/PU545=2. 

Enter number of ounces.  Round up to one decimal place. 

161 PU08552 Ask if 159/PU545=1-3. 

About how many cigarettes do you get from this size pouch? 

 

888    Refused 
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999    Don't Know 

162 PU5v Derived price per unit (1 gram) for RYO purchase section: 

  

1. Derive number of grams purchased as PU547v: 

If PU545=1, then PU547v= [PU547]. 

If PU545=2, then program will need to convert ounces to grams. 

Otherwise, skip derivation if PU545=3, 8 or 9. 

  

2. Derive price per unit (1 gram) as PU5v: 

If PU529=2, then PU5v= [PU541] / ([PU511]*[PU547v]). 

Otherwise, PU5v= [PU531] / [PU547v]. 

Allowable price range per 1 gram RYO (NZD): 

If (SO221=09, 10, 13, 14 or 15), then allowable price range is $0.00 - $2.00. 

Otherwise, allowable price range is $1.08 - $2.51. 

If 162/PU5v value is outside of allowable range, go to 163/PU5_chk. 

If 162/PU5v value is within allowable range, or cannot be derived for any reason (e.g. if 159/PU545=3, or 

non-response (Ref/DK) at relevant questions), go to 164/PU622. 

163 PU5_chk Ask if (075/FR326=2 OR (FR326=3, 8 or 9 AND 132/BR227=2)) AND 127a/SO221<>76 AND (derived price 

per 1 gram of RYO at 162/PU5v is outside of the allowable range). 

Just to confirm: 

When you LAST bought roll-your-own tobacco, you bought [PU511] pouch(es). 

You paid [PU531 per pouch/ PU531 for the pouch/ PU541 for all the pouches together]. 

  

Is this correct? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=2, clear responses and go back to 155/PU511. 

Otherwise, go to 164/PU622. 

164 PU08622 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-5. 

In the last 6 months, has there been a time when the money you spent on cigarettes or tobacco resulted in not having 

enough money for household essentials such as food? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

165 PU08736 Ask if 075/FR326=1 or 3. 
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On average, how much do you spend on tailor-made cigarettes each month? 

 

8888    Refused 

9999    Don't Know 

If respondent provides a range, please enter the mid-point. 

166 PU08737 Ask if 075/FR326=2 or 3. 

On average, how much do you spend on tobacco for roll-your-own cigarettes each month? 

 

8888    Refused 

9999    Don't Know 

If respondent provides a range, please enter the mid-point. 

167 PU08680 Ask all. 

Do you think that the government should keep increasing the tax on cigarettes and tobacco? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

168 PU08688 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

What do you think about the amount of tax on tobacco products? 

1    It is far too high 

2    It is a bit too high 

3    It is just right 

4    It is a bit too low 

5    It is far too low 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

169 PU08673 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-5. 

Cigarettes and tobacco are sometimes sold that have been smuggled, lack proper health warning labels, or do not have all 

government taxes paid. 

In the last 6 months, have you bought cigarettes or tobacco that might meet this description? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

170a PU08690 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Would you support or oppose each of the following initiatives? 
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The government should INCREASE the tax on tobacco, IF all the extra money is used to promote healthy lifestyles, 

including helping smokers wanting to quit. 

1    Strongly support 

2    Support 

3    Oppose 

4    Strongly oppose 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

170b IN08345 The government should INCREASE the tax on tobacco by 20% a year until less than five percent of the population smoke. 

170c PU08683 The government should increase the tax on loose tobacco to ensure that roll-your-own cigarettes are not a cheaper 

option than tailor-made cigarettes. 

171 PU08692 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

The tax on cigarettes (both tailor-made and roll-your-own) increased on January 1 this year. Did this increase in tax 

made you think about quitting smoking? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

172 PU08693 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Has this increase in tax reduced or increased the number of cigarettes (either tailor-made or roll-your-own) that you 

smoke? 

1    Reduced 

2    No change 

3    Increased 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

173 PU08684 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3 and 043/EF005v=1. 

Has this increase in tax made you think about switching to e-cigarettes or vaping devices? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  CIGARETTES -- CESSATION HELP 
174 CH08801 Ask all. 

In the last 12 months – since [12M anchor] – have you visited a doctor or other health professional? 

1    Yes 
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2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

Interviewer note (can read out this information if respondent is unsure): 

Health professional can include: doctor, nurse, dentist, physiotherapist, occupational therapist, pharmacist / chemist, 

community health worker, Quit advisor (on a Quitline or Helpline), chiropractor, alternative/complementary health workers 

(naturopath, homeopath, herbalist, osteopath) and traditional health workers (eg, Tohunga or other traditional Māori 

healer). 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 181a/SM920. 

175a CH08811 Ask if 174/CH801=1. 

During ANY visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last 12 months, did you receive . . . 

Advice to quit smoking? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

175b CH08813 Additional help or a referral to another service to help you quit? 

176 CH08808 Ask if 175a/CH811=1. 

Did you bring up the topic of quitting or did the doctor or health professional? 

1    You brought it up 

2    Doctor or health professional brought it up 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

177 EK08210 Ask if 174/CH801=1 and 043/EF005v=1. 

On ANY visit to the doctor or health professional in the last 12 months, did the doctor or health professional talk to you 

about e-cigarettes or vaping devices? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 181a/SM920. 

178 EK08225 Ask if 177/EK210=1. 

The last time you discussed e-cigarettes with the doctor, did you bring up the topic of e-cigarettes or vaping devices, or 

did the doctor or health professional? 

1    You brought it up 

2    Doctor or health professional brought it up 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 
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179 EK08220 Ask if 177/EK210=1. 

Read out response options. 

What advice did the doctor or health professional give you about e-cigarettes or vaping devices? 

1    They advised that you use an e-cigarette or vaping device. 

2    They advised against using an e-cigarette or vaping device. 

3    They didn’t advise for or against an e-cigarette or vaping device. 

4    Other 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

180 EK08223 Ask if 177/EK210=1. 

Did this conversation with your doctor or health professional lead you to make a quit attempt? 

1    Yes -- and you used e-cigarettes in that quit attempt 

2    Yes -- but you did not use e-cigarettes in that quit attempt 

3    No -- the conversation did not lead you to make a quit attempt 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If respondent says 'yes', probe with: "Did you use e-cigarettes for that quit attempt?" to code option 1 or 2. 

181a SM08920 Ask if 061/QA561v=1. 

Read out.  Select all that apply. 

FR304=2: We consider your current quit attempt to have started when you reduced your smoking to less than once a 

month.  We are interested in how you reduced your smoking to less than once a month.   

  

All: Now think about your [most recent (FR309v=1-3)/ current (FR309v=4-7)] quit attempt. Which of the following forms 

of help did you use on your [last/ current] quit attempt? 

Any type of nicotine replacement product, such as patches, gum, mouth spray, etc. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

181b SM08939 Cessation medicines that require a prescription, such as Zyban, or Champix. 

181c EQ08101 Ask if 061/QA561v=1 and 046/EF575=1. 

E-cigarettes or other vaping devices. 

181d HN08932 Ask if 061/QA561v=1 and 050/HN106=1. 

A heat-not-burn product, such as iQOS. 

181e CH08973 Ask if 061/QA561v=1. 

Pamphlets or brochures, information sheets, books or other printed material. 

181f CH08969 Local stop-smoking services such as clinics, specialists, counselling, Aukati KaiPaipa (Māori led cessation services). 
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181g CH08961 Quitline. 

181h CH08972 Apps or automated services on a mobile phone or tablet. 

181i CH08965 The internet, i.e. a website about quitting smoking such as the Quitline site or Quit Blogs. 

181j CH08966 Verbal advice on HOW to successfully quit, from a doctor or other health professional. 

181k CH08977 Did you use any other kind of help? (specify) 

181l CH08977o Ask if 181k/CH977=1. 

Specify other kind of help? 

182a SM08114 Ask all. 

Read out.  Select all that apply. 

Any of (SM920-CH977)=1: Now thinking about products or services you may have used PRIOR TO THIS LAST QUIT 

ATTEMPT, but still within the last 12 months… 

  

All: Which of the following did you use in the last 12 months [-- not including the last quit attempt -- (if any of SM920-

CH977=1)] either to quit smoking completely or for other reasons, like coping with non-smoking situations or cutting back 

on your smoking? 

Any type of nicotine replacement product, such as patches, gum, mouth spray, etc. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

182b SM08135 Cessation medicines that require a prescription, such as Zyban, or Champix. 

182c EQ08321 Ask if 046/EF575=1. 

E-cigarettes or other vaping devices. 

182d HN08934 Ask if 050/HN106=1. 

A heat-not-burn product, such as iQOS. 

182e CH08253 Ask all. 

Pamphlets or brochures, information sheets, books or other printed material. 

182f CH08259 Local stop-smoking services such as clinics, specialists, counselling, Aukati KaiPaipa (Māori led cessation services). 

182g CH08251 Quitline. 

182h CH08252 Apps or automated services on a mobile phone or tablet. 

182i CH08255 The internet, i.e. a website about quitting smoking such as the Quitline site or Quit Blogs. 

182j CH08256 Verbal advice on HOW to successfully quit, from a doctor or other health professional. 

183 EC08630 Ask if 181c/EQ101=1. 

Did the e-cigarette or e-liquid you used for your [most recent (FR309v=1-3)/ current (FR309v=4-7)] quit attempt contain 

nicotine? 

1    Yes 

2    No 
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8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 185/EC852v. 

184 EC08852 Ask if 046/EF575=1 and (183/EC630=2, 8 or 9 or unasked). 

Did any of the e-cigarettes or e-liquid you used in the last 12 months contain nicotine? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

185 EC08852v (Derived variable: used e-cigarette with nicotine in last 12 months.) 

  

If EC630=1 or EC852=1, then EC852v=1. 

Otherwise, EC852v=2. 

186 EC08872 Ask if 185/EC852v=2 and 045/NC302v=1. 

Have you ever used an e-cigarette or vaping device THAT CONTAINED NICOTINE, even one time? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

187 SM08329 Ask all. 

Are you currently using nicotine replacement products? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

188 BQ08102 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

How easy or hard is it for smokers to get help with quitting from health professionals or quit-smoking advisors? 

1    Very easy 

2    Somewhat easy 

3    Neither easy nor hard 

4    Somewhat hard 

5    Very hard 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 
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  CIGARETTES -- BELIEFS ABOUT QUITTING 
189 BQ08111 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Respondent does not need to be intending to quit to respond.  Emphasize "IF" in wording. 

Read out response options. 

Now we would like to ask you some questions on any thoughts you might have had about quitting smoking. 

If you decided to give up smoking completely in the next 6 months, how sure are you that you would succeed? 

1    Not at all sure 

2    Slightly sure 

3    Moderately sure 

4    Very sure 

5    Extremely sure 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

190 BQ08116 Ask if 069/FR309v=4-7. 

Read out response options. 

Now we would like to ask you some questions about quitting smoking. 

You said earlier that you have quit smoking.  How sure are you that you will remain a non-smoker? 

1    Not at all sure 

2    Slightly sure 

3    Moderately sure 

4    Very sure 

5    Extremely sure 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

191 BQ08141 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

Are you planning to quit smoking . . . 

1    Within the next month 

2    Within the next 6 months 

3    Sometime in the future, beyond 6 months 

4    Or are you not planning to quit? 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 192/BQ146.  

If response=4, 8 or 9, go to 193/BQ151. 

Otherwise, go to 194/BQ161. 
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192 BQ08146 Ask if 191/BQ141=1. 

Have you set a firm date to quit? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

193 BQ08151 Ask if 191/BQ141=4, 8 or 9. 

Do you want to quit smoking at all? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

194 BQ08161 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

12 months from now, how much do you expect to be smoking, compared to now:  More than now, the same amount, less 

than now, or not smoking at all? 

1    A lot more than now 

2    A little more than now 

3    The same amount as now 

4    A little less than now 

5    A lot less than now, or 

6    Not smoking at all 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If respondent just answers ‘more’ or ‘less’, prompt with 'would that be a LITTLE [more/ less] or a LOT [more/ less]?' 

195a BQ08201 Ask all. 

FR309v=1-3 and BQ141=4:  Even though you mentioned that you are not currently planning to quit, in the past 6 

months, have any of the following things led you to think about quitting -- not at all, somewhat, or very much? 

  

FR309v=1-3 and BQ141<>4:  In the past 6 months, have any of the following things led you to think about quitting -- 

not at all, somewhat, or very much? 

  

FR309v=4-7: 

To what extent, if at all, were any of the following things reasons for your quitting smoking -- not at all, somewhat, or very 

much? 

Concern for your personal health? 

1    Not at all 

2    Somewhat 

3    Very much 
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8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

195b BQ08203 Concern about the effect of your cigarette smoke on non-smokers? 

195c BQ08207 That society disapproves of smoking? 

195d BQ08209 The price of cigarettes? 

195e BQ08211 Smoking restrictions at work? 

195f BQ08213 Smoking restrictions in public places like restaurants or bars, cafes or pubs? 

195g BQ08217 Advice from a doctor, dentist, or other health professional to quit? 

195h BQ08221 Free, or lower cost, stop-smoking medication? 

195i BQ08223 Availability of telephone helpline or quitline or information line? 

195j BQ08225 Advertisements or information about the health risks of smoking? 

195k BQ08227 Warning labels on cigarette packages? 

195l BQ08229 Setting an example for children? 

195m BQ08214 FR309v=1-3:  That close friends and family disapprove of your smoking. 

FR309v=4-7:  That close friends and family disapproved of your smoking. 

195n BQ08222 New Zealand's Smokefree 2025 goal? 

If respondent has not heard of the Smokefree 2025 goal, code as 'Don't know'. 

195o BQ08240 Ask if 043/EF005v=1. 

Availability of e-cigarettes or vaping devices. 

196 BQ08303 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

If you were to quit smoking cigarettes permanently in the next 6 months, do you think your health would . . . ? 

1    Improve a lot 

2    Improve a little 

3    Stay the same 

4    Become a little worse 

5    Become much worse 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

197 BQ08304 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

If you were to quit smoking cigarettes permanently in the next 6 months, do you think your finances would . . . ? 

1    Improve a lot 

2    Improve a little 

3    Stay the same 

4    Become a little worse 

5    Become much worse 
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8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

198 BQ08318 Ask if 069/FR309v=4-7. 

Read out response options. 

Since you quit smoking, has your health . . . ? 

1    Improved a lot 

2    Improved a little 

3    Stayed the same 

4    Become a little worse 

5    Become much worse 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

199 BQ08320 Ask if 069/FR309v=4-7. 

Read out response options. 

Since you quit smoking, have your finances . . .? 

1    Improved a lot 

2    Improved a little 

3    Stayed the same 

4    Become a little worse 

5    Become much worse 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCO SMOKE 
200a DE08750 Ask all. 

Read out response options. Select only one. 

In what type of residence do you currently live? 

  

[If necessary, say: We are interested in the kind of physical building that you live in. We don’t need to know whether you 

rent or own your home. We just need to know whether it is completely detached from other residences, or if the building 

includes residences other than your own.] 

1    House or townhouse NOT joined to any other house or townhouse 

2    House, townhouse, unit or apartment joined to one or more other houses, townhouses, units or apartments 

3    Moveable dwelling, such as caravan, boat, tent, etc. 

4    Other type of residence (specify) 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 
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200b DE08751o Ask if 200a/DE750=4. 

Specify other type of residence. 

201 ET08221 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Which of the following best describes smoking inside your home? 

1    Smoking is allowed anywhere inside your home 

2    Smoking is allowed in some rooms inside your home 

3    Smoking is never allowed anywhere inside your home 

4    Smoking is not allowed inside your home except under special circumstances 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

202 ET08233 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Thinking about any outdoor areas at your home where you live. For example, on the deck or in the garden or yard (but 

inside any fence or boundary). Would you say… 

1    Smoking is allowed anywhere OUTSIDE at your home 

2    Smoking is allowed in some areas outside at your home 

3    Smoking is never allowed anywhere outside at your home 

4    Smoking is not allowed outside at your home except under special circumstances 

5    There are no outdoor areas at your home 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

203 ET08328 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

What are the rules about smoking in your car or cars when there are children in the car? Would you say . . . 

1    Smoking is never allowed in any car 

2    Smoking is allowed sometimes or in some cars 

3    Smoking is allowed in all cars 

4    Do not have a car 

5    You never have children in your car 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

204 ET08322 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Read out response options, except option 1. 

In the last 30 days, how often, if at all, have you smoked in a car with children in it? 

1    Children were never in the car (don't read) 

2    Never smoked when children WERE in the car 

3    Once 
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4    A few times 

5    Lots of times 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

205 ET08234 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

In the last 30 days, how often, if at all, have you smoked inside your home or the place where you mainly live? 

1    Never 

2    Once 

3    A few times 

4    Lots of times 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

206 ET08950 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Now thinking about the OUTDOOR eating areas of BOTH bars AND restaurants… 

Which of the following best describes the rules about smoking in the outdoor eating areas of bars and restaurants near 

where you live: 

1    Smoking is allowed everywhere in outdoor areas 

2    Smoking is allowed only in designated outdoor areas 

3    Smoking is never allowed anywhere in outdoor areas 

4    Different bars and/ or restaurants have different rules 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

207 ET08955 Ask all. 

Have you visited a bar or restaurant in the last 6 months where people were seated in the outdoor eating or drinking 

area? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, to to 209/ET601b. 

208 ET08951 Ask if 207/ET955=1. 

The last time you visited such a bar or restaurant, were any of those people smoking in the outdoor eating or drinking 

area? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 
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9    Don't know 

209 ET08601b Ask all. 

Are you currently in paid employment outside the home? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 210/ET603. 

Otherwise go to 212/ET326. 

210 ET08603 Ask if 209/ET601b=1. 

Do you usually work inside a building? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 211/ET634. 

Otherwise go to 212/ET326. 

211 ET08634 Ask if 210/ET603=1. 

In the last 30 days, have people smoked in indoor areas where you work? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

212 ET08326 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Do you support or oppose a total BAN on smoking in cars with children in them? 

1    Strongly support 

2    Support 

3    Oppose 

4    Strongly oppose 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

213 ET08711 Ask all. 

And now thinking about the OUTDOOR eating areas of restaurants and cafés -- do you think that smoking should be 

allowed in all outdoor eating areas, in designated outdoor eating areas, or not allowed in outdoor eating areas at all? 

1    All outdoor eating areas 

2    Designated outdoor eating areas 

3    No outdoor eating areas at all 
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8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

214 ET08719 Ask all. 

And now thinking about the OUTDOOR areas of drinking establishments such as pubs and bars -- do you think that 

smoking should be allowed in all outdoor areas, in designated outdoor areas, or not allowed in outdoor areas at all? 

1    All outdoor areas 

2    Designated outdoor areas 

3    No outdoor areas at all 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

215 ET08849 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Have new policies or regulations introduced over the last 12 months prevented you from smoking where you usually 

smoked? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  PSYCHOSOCIAL: BELIEFS ABOUT SMOKING, MODERATORS 
216a PS08206 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Now please tell me what you think about each of the following statements: 

Smoking is addictive. 

Do you… 

1    Strongly agree 

2    Agree 

3    Neither agree nor disagree 

4    Disagree 

5    Strongly disagree 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

216b PS08213 Cigarette smoke is dangerous to non-smokers. 

216c PS08245 Cigarettes or tobacco are good gifts for family or friends. 

216d PS08215 If you had a chance to live your life again, you would not have started smoking cigarettes. 

216e PS08233 Society disapproves of smoking. 

216f PS08330 People you know generally disapprove of smoking. 

216g PS08313 The medical evidence that smoking is harmful is exaggerated. 
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216h PS08315 You've got to die of something, so why not enjoy yourself and smoke. 

216i PS08317 Smoking is no more risky than lots of other things that people do. 

216j PS08256 Smoking is more of a habit than an addiction. 

216k PS08220 FR309v=1-3:   You enjoy smoking. 

FR309v=4-7:   You enjoyed smoking. 

216l PS08217 FR309v=1-3: Smoking calms you down when you are stressed or upset. 

FR309v=4-7: Smoking used to calm you down when you were stressed or upset. 

216m PS08219 FR309v=1-3: You spend too much money on cigarettes. 

FR309v=4-7: When you were smoking, you used to spend too much money on cigarettes. 

216n PS08225 FR309v=1-3: Smoking helps you control your weight. 

FR309v=4-7: Smoking helps control weight. 

216o PS08231 FR309v=1-3: There are fewer and fewer places where you feel comfortable smoking. 

FR309v=4-7: There are fewer and fewer places where people feel comfortable smoking. 

216p PS08235 FR309v=1-3: Smoking makes it easier for you to socialize. 

FR309v=4-7: Smoking makes it easier to socialize. 

216q LM08703 Ask if 081a/BR307=2. 

Menthol cigarettes are less harmful than regular cigarettes. 

216r DI08251 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

You worry that your smoking will influence the children around you to start or continue smoking. 

216s PR08904 I am likely to quit smoking before I do any real damage to my health. 

216t PR08906 If I keep smoking, there are other things, such as exercise and healthy eating, that will protect me from health risks. 

217 DI08211 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Now please tell me what you think of the following statement: 

You spend a lot of time thinking about how what you do today will affect your life in the future. 

Do you… 

1    Strongly agree 

2    Agree 

3    Neither agree nor disagree 

4    Disagree 

5    Strongly disagree 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  CIGARETTES -- PERCEIVED RISK 
218 PR08101 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 
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Now I'd like to ask you some questions about your health. 

In general, how would you describe your health?  Is it . . . 

1    Poor 

2    Fair 

3    Good 

4    Very good 

5    Excellent 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

219 PR08311 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

To what extent, if at all, has smoking damaged your health? 

1    Not at all 

2    Just a little 

3    A fair amount 

4    A great deal 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

220 PR08313 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

How worried are you, if at all, that smoking WILL damage your health in the future? 

1    Not at all worried 

2    A little worried 

3    Moderately worried 

4    Very worried 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

221 KN08434 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Do you think roll-your-own cigarettes are more harmful than tailor-made cigarettes, less harmful, or are they equally 

harmful to health? 

  

Roll-your-own cigarettes are… 

1    Much more harmful than tailor-made cigarettes 

2    Somewhat more harmful 

3    Equally harmful 

4    Somewhat less harmful 

5    Much less harmful than tailor-made cigarettes 
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8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  TOBACCO INDUSTRY 
222a IN08220 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

I am now going to read you some statements about tobacco companies and tobacco sales. Please tell me what you think of 

each statement. 

Tobacco companies should be required to sell cigarettes in plain packages -- that is, in packs or pouches without any 

brand names or fancy designs. 

Do you… 

1    Strongly agree 

2    Agree 

3    Neither agree nor disagree 

4    Disagree 

5    Strongly disagree 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

222b IN08290 The number of places that can sell tobacco products should be greatly reduced, that is by 95%,  and sales allowed only in 

a limited number and type of stores. 

223a IN08292 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

If only a few shops could sell tobacco, which of the following places should be able to sell it: 

A few selected dairies only? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

223b IN08293 Supermarkets? 

223c IN08294 Petrol stations? 

223d IN08295 Pharmacies? 

223e IN08926 Specialist tobacco shops? 

223f IN08299 Any other places? 

223g IN08299o Ask if 223f/IN299=1. 

Specify other places: 

224 LM08721 Ask if 081a/BR307=2. 

Read out response options. 
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Which of the following describes what you would be most likely to do if the use of menthol in cigarettes were banned? 

1    Switch to a non-menthol brand 

2    Find a way to get menthol cigarettes 

3    Reduce the amount you smoke 

4    Quit smoking entirely 

5    Do something else 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

225 IN08333 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

If you could get nicotine in products other than tobacco, would you support or oppose a law that… 

Reduces the amount of nicotine in cigarettes and tobacco, to make them less addictive? 

1    Strongly support 

2    Support 

3    Oppose 

4    Strongly oppose 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

226a IN08329 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Please tell me how you feel about each of the following suggestions.   

 

Would you support or oppose a law that . . . 

Bans all additives, including flavourings, in cigarettes and tobacco? 

1    Strongly support 

2    Support 

3    Oppose 

4    Strongly oppose 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

226b IN08340 Requires cigarette packages to include information on how to stop smoking? 

226c IN08331 Raises the legal age of purchasing cigarettes and tobacco to 21 years and older. 

226d IN08301 Ends the sale of tobacco products in bars and pubs in order to help break the link between smoking and drinking among 

young people? 

226e IN08381 Prevents anyone who is currently 18 or younger from ever buying cigarettes or tobacco?  This measure would eventually 

create a tobacco-free generation. 

226f IN08382 Removes the current duty-free allowance for tobacco products? 
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227 IN08372 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Would you support or oppose increased government spending on media campaigns to promote quitting smoking? 

1    Strongly support 

2    Support 

3    Oppose 

4    Strongly oppose 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

228 IN08373 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Would you support or oppose increased government spending on media campaigns to discourage youth and young people 

from starting to smoke? 

1    Strongly support 

2    Support 

3    Oppose 

4    Strongly oppose 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  Smokefree 2025 Section 
229 CA08212 Ask all. 

Have you heard that the government of New Zealand has a goal of becoming a smokefree country by 2025? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 232/CA203. 

230 CA08215 Ask if 229/CA212=1. 

Read out response options. 

Do you support or oppose the Smokefree 2025 goal? 

1    Strongly support 

2    Support 

3    Oppose 

4    Strongly oppose 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 
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231 CA08201 Ask if 229/CA212=1. 

Read out response options. 

Now I would like you to think about advertising or information that talks about New Zealand's Smokefree 2025 goal. 

In the last 6 months -- since [6M anchor] -- how often, if at all, have you noticed such advertising or information? 

1    Never 

2    Rarely 

3    Sometimes 

4    Often 

5    Very often 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

232 CA08203 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: 

There should be more advertising or information telling people about New Zealand’s Smokefree 2025 goal? 

Do you… 

1    Strongly agree 

2    Agree 

3    Neither agree nor disagree 

4    Disagree 

5    Strongly disagree 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

233 CA08217 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

I'll now describe what the government's Smokefree 2025 goal states: the goal aims to reduce the number of people 

smoking and tobacco availability to minimal levels, thereby making New Zealand essentially a smokefree nation by 2025.  

  

'Minimal numbers of people smoking' is often interpreted as less than 5% of people in all population groups will smoke. 

Do you support or oppose this Smokefree 2025 policy goal? 

1    Strongly support 

2    Support 

3    Oppose 

4    Strongly oppose 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

234a CA08230 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 
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Please tell me what you think about each of the following statements about Smokefree 2025: 

The Smokefree 2025 goal is a high priority for New Zealanders. 

Do you… 

1    Strongly agree 

2    Agree 

3    Neither agree nor disagree 

4    Disagree 

5    Strongly disagree 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

234b CA08231 Ask Māori participants only. 

The Smokefree 2025 goal is a high priority for Māori people. 

234c CA08232 Ask Pacific participants only. 

The Smokefree 2025 goal is a high priority for Pacific peoples. 

234d CA08240 Ask all. 

The government should do more to ensure that New Zealand’s Smokefree 2025 goal is achieved. 

  SMOKING IN SOCIAL NETWORK AND SOCIAL ASPECTS OF SMOKING 
235a FR08423 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Read out response options. Select only one. 

What is the most common place for you to smoke? Is it . . . 

01    At home, inside 

02    At home, outside 

03    At work 

04    At a relative's house 

05    At a friend's house 

06    In a car or other motor vehicle 

07    While walking down the street 

08    Where you study or go to school 

09    At a bar, club, or other social venue 

10    Other (specify) 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

235b FR08423o Ask if 235a/FR423=10. 

Please specify this most common place for you to smoke: 

236a FR08424 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Read out response options if necessary. Select only one. 
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Which is the NEXT most common place for you to smoke? 

01    At home, inside 

02    At home, outside 

03    At work 

04    At a relative's house 

05    At a friend's house 

06    In a car or other motor vehicle 

07    While walking down the street 

08    Where you study or go to school 

09    At a bar, club, or other social venue 

10    Other (specify) 

11    I don't smoke anywhere else 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

236b FR08424o Ask if 236a/FR424=10. 

Please specify this next most common place for you to smoke: 

237 ET08085 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

In the last 30 days, how often have you been exposed to other people's cigarette smoke, when at work, socializing, in 

public or at home? 

1    Every day 

2    Four or more times a week 

3    At least once a week 

4    Less than once a week 

5    Never 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

238 DI08193 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

How often do you smoke with other people? 

1    Always or usually 

2    Sometimes 

3    Rarely 

4    Never 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

239 DE08111 Ask all. 

Are you now married, separated, divorced, widowed, not married but living with a partner, or single? 
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1    Married 

2    Separated 

3    Divorced 

4    Widowed 

5    Not married but living with a partner 

6    Single 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If respondent says they are in a relationship but do not live with their partner, code as option 6 'Single'. 

If response=1 or 5, go to 240/DI245. 

Otherwise, go to 245a/DI161. 

240 DI08245 Ask if 239/DE111=1 or 5. 

Does your partner or spouse currently smoke? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 241/DI246. 

If response=2, go to 242/DI247. 

Otherwise, go to 243/DI248. 

241 DI08246 Ask if 240/DI245=1. 

Is your partner or spouse thinking about quitting smoking, or planning to quit, within the next 12 months? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

Go to 243/DI248. 

242 DI08247 Ask if 240/DI245=2. 

Did your partner or spouse quit smoking in the last 12 months? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

243 DI08248 Ask if (239/DE111=1 or 5) and (069/FR309v=1-3). 

Does your partner or spouse want you to quit? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 
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9    Don't know 

244 ES08507 Ask if (239/DE111=1 or 5) and (043/EF005v=1). 

Does your partner or spouse currently use e-cigarettes or vaping devices? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

245a DI08161 

(Prev. 

RG08001) 

Ask all. 

I am going to read out a list of groups of people.  

  

Can you tell me whether you have regular contact with anyone in that group? That is, do you normally live with any of them 

or usually spend at least an hour with any of them per week? 

  

If you do not have regular contact with ANY people in a category or group, then the answer is ‘no’.  But if there is no one in 

a category, the answer is ‘not applicable’. 

Any of your parents, step parents, or foster parents 

1    Yes 

2    No 

7    Not applicable 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

245b DI08162 

(Prev. 

RG08002) 

Any of your children 

245c DI08163 

(Prev. 

RG08003) 

Any of your sisters and/or brothers 

245d DI08164 

(Prev. 

RG08004) 

Any of your grand-parents 

245e DI08165 

(Prev. 

RG08005) 

Any of your aunties, uncles, or cousins 

245f DI08166 

(Prev. 

RG08006) 

Flat mates or boarders 
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245g DI08167 

(Prev. 

RG08007) 

Any other people living in the same house, that we haven't mentioned 

245h DI08168 

(Prev. 

RG08008) 

Any work mates 

246a DI08171 

(Prev. 

RG08101) 

Ask if any of (245a/DI161-DI168)=1. 

Programmer: show only groups that have 1=yes above. 

Now I am going to read out a list of people or groups of people that you said you DO have regular contact with.  

  

For each person or group of people can you tell me whether any of them currently smoke? 

Any of your parents, step parents, or foster parents 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

246b DI08172 

(Prev. 

RG08102) 

Any of your children 

246c DI08173 

(Prev. 

RG08103) 

Any of your sisters and/or brothers 

246d DI08174 

(Prev. 

RG08104) 

Any of your grand-parents 

246e DI08175 

(Prev. 

RG08105) 

Any of your aunties, uncles, or cousins 

246f DI08176 

(Prev. 

RG08106) 

Flat mates or boarders 

246g DI08177 

(Prev. 

RG08107) 

Any other people living in the same house, that we haven't mentioned 

246h DI08178 

(Prev. 

RG08108) 

Any work mates 
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247 DI08181 

(Prev. 

RG08222) 

Ask if any of (245a/DI161-DI165)=1. 

Thinking now only about family members, the ones you have regular contact with… How many of them have TRIED to 

quit smoking in the last 12 months? Include them regardless of whether they succeeded in quitting or relapsed.  

  

Don’t include yourself in this number. 

1    None 

2    1 

3    2-3 

4    4 or more 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If necessary, say: "We want to check if any family member had smoked during the last 12 months and tried to quit, 

regardless of whether they currently smoke." 

  

If respondent says no family members smoked in the last 12 months, code as 'None'. 

248 DI08182 

(Prev. 

RG08225) 

Ask if 247/DI181=2-4. 

To your knowledge, how many of these family members have SUCCESSFULLY quit smoking in the last 12 months?   

  

FR309v>3: Don’t include yourself in this number. 

1    None 

2    1 

3    2-3 

4    4 or more 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

249a ES08521 Ask if any of (245a/DI161-DI168)=1 AND (043/EF005v=1). 

Programmer: show only groups from (245a/DI161-DI168) that are 1=yes. 

Thinking again about the people or groups of people that you said you DO have regular contact with… 

  

For each person or group of people can you tell me whether any of them currently use e-cigarettes or vaping devices? 

Any of your parents, step parents, or foster parents 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

249b ES08522 Any of your children 

249c ES08523 Any of your sisters and/or brothers 

249d ES08524 Any of your grand-parents 
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249e ES08525 Any of your aunties, uncles, or cousins 

249f ES08526 Flat mates or boarders 

249g ES08527 Any other people living in the same house, that we haven't mentioned 

249h ES08528 Any work mates 

250 DI08241 Ask all. 

Of the five closest friends or acquaintances that you spend time with on a regular basis, how many of them are smokers? 

 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

Record number between 0 and 5. 

If response=0, 8 or 9, go to 252/ES503. 

251 DI08242 Ask if 250/DI241=1-5. 

In the last 12 months, how many of them have talked about wanting to quit? 

 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

Record a number that is smaller than or equal to DI241. 

252 ES08503 Ask if 043/EF005v=1. 

Of the five closest friends or acquaintances that you spend time with on a regular basis, how many of them use e-

cigarettes or vaping devices? 

 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

Record number between 0 and 5. 

  DENORMALIZATION 
253a PS08628 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Please tell me what you think about each of the following statements. 

Smokefree policies have turned smokers into second class citizens. 

Do you... 

1    Strongly disagree 

2    Disagree 

3    Neither disagree nor agree 

4    Agree 

5    Strongly agree 

8    Refused 
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9    Don't know 

253b PS08629 More and more smokers are ignoring smokefree area policies. 

253c PS08626 There are fewer and fewer smokers in your social group these days. 

253d DI08259 Most smokers you know are trying to quit. 

253e PS08631 FR309v=1-3: The more the government tries to reduce smoking, the more determined you are to smoke. 

FR309v=4-7: The more the government tried to reduce smoking, the more determined you were to smoke. 

253f PS08623 FR309v=1-3: Sometimes you feel ashamed when people see you smoking. 

FR309v=4-7: Sometimes you felt ashamed when people saw you smoking. 

253g PS08624 FR309v=1-3: You try to hide your smoking from family and friends. 

FR309v=4-7: You tried to hide your smoking from family and friends. 

253h PS08625 FR309v=1-3: Your need to smoke makes you feel like an outsider with your friends and social group. 

FR309v=4-7: Your need to smoke made you feel like an outsider with your friends and social group. 

253i PS08627 FR309v=1-3: People sometimes give you disapproving looks or cough when they see you smoking. 

FR309v=4-7: People sometimes gave you disapproving looks or coughed when they saw you smoking. 

253j PS08630 FR309v=1-3: You sometimes deliberately ignore smokefree signs just to make a point. 

FR309v=4-7: You sometimes deliberately ignored smokefree signs just to make a point. 

253k PS08620 Smokers get little sympathy if they become sick from smoking. 

253l PS08632 Smokers are getting increasingly tired of being pressured to stop smoking. 

253m PS08574 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Smoking is part of who I am. 

253n PS08575 I like being a smoker. 

253o PS08576 It is easy to imagine myself as a non-smoker. 

  E-CIGARETTES -- CURRENT FREQUENCY (CONTINUED) 
254 EFintro2 Ask if 043/EF005v=1. 

Now I would like to return to talking about ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES . . . 

255 NC08318 Ask if 047/NC304=1. 

Read out response options. 

How long have you been using e-cigarettes or vaping devices daily? 

01    Less than 1 week 

02    1-4 weeks 

03    1-3 months 

04    4-6 months 

05    7-12 months 

06    1-2 years 

07    2-3 years 

08    3-5 years 
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09    More than 5 years 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

256 NC08316 Ask if 047/NC304=2. 

Read out response options. 

How long have you been using e-cigarettes or vaping devices at least once a week? 

01    Less than 1 month 

02    1-3 months 

03    4-6 months 

04    7-12 months 

05    1-2 years 

06    2-3 years 

07    3-5 years 

08    More than 5 years 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

257 ED08475 Ask if 047/NC304=1-2. 

Read out response options. 

NC304=2: On days that you use an e-cigarette or vaping device ...      

  

All: … how soon after waking in the morning do you have your first puff on an e-cigarette or vaping device? 

1    5 minutes or less 

2    6-30 minutes 

3    31-60 minutes 

4    More than 60 minutes 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  E-CIGARETTES -- VAPING BEHAVIOUR 
258a NC08358 Ask if 047/NC304<5 and 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Which of the following are, or were, reasons for your use of e-cigarettes or vaping devices? 

Replacing some of your ordinary cigarettes with an e-cigarette or vaping device means you don’t have to give up smoking 

ordinary cigarettes altogether. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 
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258b NC08359 Ask if 047/NC304<5. 

To make it easier to cut down on the number of ordinary cigarettes you smoke. 

258c NC08357 As a way to help you quit smoking. 

258d NC08354 They may not be as bad for your health. 

258e ER08106 Out of curiosity. 

258f ER08128 They taste better. 

258g NC08353 Because you can use them in places where smoking ordinary cigarettes is banned. 

258h ER08115 Advice from a health professional. 

258i NC08355 Using e-cigarettes or vaping devices is less harmful than smoking to other people around you. 

258j ER08122 Using e-cigarettes or vaping devices is more acceptable than smoking to people around you. 

258k ER08101 You enjoy using e-cigarettes or vaping devices. 

258l ER08105 You save money by using e-cigarettes or vaping devices instead of smoking. 

259 NC08328 Ask if 047/NC304=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

Do you consider yourself addicted to using e-cigarettes or vaping devices? 

1    Not at all 

2    Yes -- somewhat addicted 

3    Yes -- very addicted 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

260a ER08304 Ask if 047/NC304=5 or (046/EF575=2, 8 or 9). 

Which of the following are reasons you stopped using e-cigarettes? 

You felt yourself becoming addicted to vaping. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

260b ER08300 You wanted to stop using nicotine completely. 

260c ER08301 You were concerned e-cigarettes may be harmful. 

260d ER08308 E-cigarettes cost too much. 

260e ER08316 You felt uncomfortable using them in public. 

260f ER08307 You were concerned about the safety of using them (overheating, spilling/leaking liquids, etc.). 

260g ER08327 You didn't find them satisfying enough. 

260h ER08310 E-cigarettes are too much hassle or too complicated. 

260i ER08313 You decided that they were not going to help you quit smoking. 

260j ER08302 You decided you would rather just quit smoking without using anything, including e-cigarettes. 

260k ER08323 They didn't help deal with cravings to smoke. 
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260l ER08317 Ask if [047/NC304=5 or (046/EF575=2, 8 or 9)] and 069/FR309v=4-6. 

You no longer needed them to keep from smoking. 

261a ER08206 Ask if (043/EF005v=1 and 045/NC302v=2) or (047/NC304=3 or 4). 

EF005v=1 and NC302v=2: Which of the following are reasons you don't use e-cigarettes? 

NC304=3-4: Which of the following are reasons you don't use e-cigarettes more often? 

You are concerned e-cigarettes may be harmful. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

261b ER08204 You are concerned about the safety of using them (overheating, spilling/leaking liquids, etc.). 

261c ER08205 E-cigarettes cost too much. 

261d ER08202 You are concerned that you might get addicted to them. 

261e ER08210 You would feel uncomfortable using them in public. 

261f ER08213 NC304=3-4: You don’t find them satisfying enough. 

Otherwise: You don't think they would satisfy you. 

261g ER08208 E-cigarettes are too much hassle or too complicated. 

262 IN08354 Ask if 043/EF005v=1 and 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

If by law, you could ONLY buy cigarettes and tobacco that were very low in nicotine, but e-cigarettes and vaping devices 

that contain nicotine were available, which of the following would you most likely do? 

1    Keep smoking cigarettes or tobacco even though they would be low-nicotine 

2    Use e-cigarettes or vaping devices that contain nicotine instead 

3    Use both (cigarettes or tobacco AND e-cigarettes or vaping devices with nicotine in them) 

4    Or quit smoking altogether 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  E-CIGARETTES -- USE FOR CIGARETTE CESSATION 
263 EQ08606 Ask if 043/EF005v=1. 

Read out response options. 

Do you think using e-cigarettes or vaping makes it easier or harder to permanently quit smoking ordinary cigarettes? 

1    A lot easier 

2    A bit easier 

3    No effect 

4    A bit harder 

5    A lot harder 
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8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

264 EE08221 Ask if 043/EF005v=1. 

Read out response options. 

Overall, as compared with smoking cigarettes, [is (NC302v=1)/ do you think (NC302v=2)] using e-cigarettes or vaping 

devices is… 

1    A lot cheaper 

2    A bit cheaper 

3    About the same cost 

4    A bit more expensive 

5    A lot more expensive 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

265a EE08337 Ask if 043/EF005v=1. 

Read out response options. 

Now I'm going to read out a list of statements about using e-cigarettes or vaping devices. Please tell me whether you agree 

or disagree with each statement. 

E-cigarettes or vaping devices are too hard to get. 

Do you… 

1    Strongly agree 

2    Agree 

3    Neither agree nor disagree 

4    Disagree 

5    Strongly disagree 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

265b EE08339 E-cigarettes or vaping devices might harm your health. 

265c EE08341 E-cigarettes are complicated to use. 

266 EE08229 Ask if 045/NC302v=1. 

Read out response options. 

How satisfying is vaping (using e-cigarettes), compared to smoking ordinary cigarettes? 

1    Much less satisfying than smoking 

2    Somewhat less satisfying 

3    Equally satisfying to smoking 

4    Somewhat more satisfying 

5    Much more satisfying than smoking 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 
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  E-CIGARETTES -- BRAND, SOURCE & PURCHASE 
267 EC08375 Ask if 047/NC304=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

Which of the following best describes the TYPE of e-cigarette or vaping device you [currently use MOST (NC304=1 or 2)/ 

used LAST (NC304=3)]? 

1    It's disposable, not refillable, and non-rechargeable 

2    It’s rechargeable and uses replaceable pre-filled cartridges 

3    It’s rechargeable and has a tank that you fill with liquids 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

268 EC08430 Ask if 047/NC304=1-3. 

NC304=1 or 2: Does the e-cigarette or e-liquid that you currently use most contain nicotine?      

  

NC304=3: Did the e-cigarette or e-liquid that you used last contain nicotine? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

269 EL08835 Ask if 047/NC304=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

Compared to a year ago, have you found it easier or harder to get the e-cigarettes or vaping devices that you want? 

1    A lot easier 

2    A little easier 

3    About the same 

4    A little harder 

5    A lot harder 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

270 EL08831 Ask if 047/NC304=1-3 and 267/EC375=3. 

Read out response options. 

Compared to a year ago, have you found it easier or harder to get the nicotine e-liquid that you want? 

1    A lot easier 

2    A little easier 

3    About the same 

4    A little harder 

5    A lot harder 
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8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

271a EC08166 Ask if 047/NC304=1-3. 

Read out each flavour and select all that respondent has used in the last 30 days. 

What flavours of e-cigarette or e-liquid have you used in the last 30 days? 

Unflavoured e-liquid. 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

271b EC08149 Tobacco flavour 

271c EC08150 Mix of tobacco and menthol 

271d EC08146 Menthol or mint 

271e EC08145 Fruit flavour 

271f EC08148 Candy, desserts, sweets 

271g EC08142 Chocolate 

271h EC08163 Other 

272 EC08167 Ask if more than one of (271a/EC166 to 271h/EC163)=1. 

Only display the flavours endorsed from 271a/EC166 - 271h/EC163. 

Read out response options. Select only one. 

Of the flavours you use, which do you use most often? 

01    Unflavoured e-liquid 

02    Tobacco flavour 

03    Mix of tobacco and menthol 

04    Menthol or mint 

05    Fruit flavour 

06    Candy, desserts, sweets 

07    Chocolate 

13    Other 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

273a NC08335 Ask if 047/NC304=1-3. 

Do not read checklist. Select only one. If respondent not clear, probe to find out what category they fit. If can't determine, 

do not guess; record under 15=somewhere else. If respondent doesn't remember ANY DETAILS of last purchase, code 

"doesn't remember" (76). If respondent doesn't remember place of last purchase, code as DK (99). 

Now thinking about the last time you purchased e-liquid, e-cigarette cartridges or disposable e-cigarettes. Where did you 

make this last purchase? 
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01    On the internet 

02    Vape shop/e-cigarette kiosk 

03    Tobacco specialty shop/ tobacconist 

04    Newsagent/ bottle-store/ dairy or convenience store 

05    [Petrol/ Gas] station shop 

06    Supermarket 

07    Chemist/ Pharmacy 

08    Pub or Bar 

09    Other store 

10    Independent seller, not a mainstream shop, market stall, pop-up shop 

11    Bought abroad and brought back with me 

12    Friend or relative 

13    Free sample 

14    Shared bulk purchase with other people 

15    Somewhere else 

76    Doesn't remember any details of last purchase 

88    Refused 

99    Don't Know 

If response=15, go to 273b/NC335o. 

If response=76, go to 277/EP302. 

Otherwise, go to 274/NC379. 

273b NC08335o Ask if 273a/NC335=15. 

Specify other location. 

274 NC08379 Ask if (267/EC375=1 or 2) and 273a/NC335<>76. 

Thinking about your last purchase, how much did you pay per [e-cigarette (EC375=1)/ cartridge (EC375=2)]? 

 

88888    Refused 

99999    Don't Know 

275 EL08556 Ask if 267/EC375=3 and 273a/NC335<>76. 

Thinking about your last purchase, how many millilitres did your last purchased bottle or container of e-liquid contain? If 

you bought different sizes, answer for the size you use most often. 

 

8888    Refused 

9999    Don't Know 

276 EL08582 Ask if 275/EL556>0 and <8888. 

How much did you pay for the [EL556] millilitre bottle or container of e-liquid? 

 

888    Refused 
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999    Don't Know 

Enter dollars and cents with decimal point. 

Enter exact price -- do not round number. If they give a range, ask them to specify. If they cannot narrow down the range, 

enter midpoint of the range. 

  E-CIGARETTES -- ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURE 
277 EP08302 Ask if 043/EF005v=1. 

Read out response options. 

In the last 30 days, have you seen anybody using e-cigarettes or vaping devices indoors where smoking ordinary 

cigarettes is banned? 

1    No 

2    Yes, but only once 

3    Yes, a few times 

4    Yes, frequently 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

278 EP08450 Ask if 043/EF005v=1. 

Read out response options. 

If someone wanted to use an e-cigarette or vaping device inside your home, which of the following would apply? 

  

Using e-cigarettes or vaping devices … 

1    Would be allowed anywhere inside your home 

2    Would be allowed in some rooms inside your home 

3    Would NEVER be allowed anywhere inside your home 

4    Would not be allowed inside your home except under special circumstances 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

279 EP08152 Ask if 047/NC304=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

Do you ever use an e-cigarette or vaping device inside your home? 

1    Yes, with no rules or restrictions 

2    Yes, but only on some occasions, or in some areas 

3    No, never 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

280 EP08170 Ask if 047/NC304=1-3. 

Read out response options, except option 4. 
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Do you use an e-cigarette or vaping device in your car? 

1    Yes, regardless of who is in the car 

2    Yes, but only when alone or with certain people 

3    No, never 

4    Don't have a car (don't read) 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

281 EP08440 Ask if 210/ET603=1 and 043/EF005v=1. 

Read out response options. 

Which of the following best describes the policy for using an e-cigarette or vaping device where you work? 

1    Using e-cigarettes or vaping devices is not allowed in any indoor area. 

2    Using e-cigarettes or vaping devices is allowed only in some indoor areas. 

3    Using e-cigarettes or vaping devices is allowed in all indoor areas. 

4    There is no official policy 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

282 RE08255 Ask if 043/EF005v=1. 

Now comparing ordinary cigarettes to e-cigarettes or vaping devices… 

Is VAPOUR from e-cigarettes or vaping devices more harmful, equally harmful, or less harmful to other people than 

second-hand smoke from ordinary cigarettes? 

1    Vapour is more harmful than second-hand smoke 

2    Equally harmful 

3    Vapour is less harmful than second-hand smoke 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

283a EI08361 Ask if 043/EF005v=1. 

Read out response options. 

This next set of questions is about possible laws around vaping and e-cigarettes. Do you support or oppose any of the 

following … ? 

Banning the use of e-cigarettes or vaping devices in places where smoking is already banned 

1    Strongly support 

2    Support 

3    Oppose 

4    Strongly oppose 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

283b EI08121 Having the same minimum age for buying e-cigarettes, e-liquid and vaping devices as for ordinary cigarettes 

283c EI08350 Banning fruit and candy flavours in e-cigarettes and e-liquid 
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284 EA08801 Ask if 043/EF005v=1. 

In your opinion, should advertising of e-cigarettes and vaping devices be banned everywhere or allowed in some places? 

1    Banned everywhere 

2    Allowed in some places 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

285a EA08814 Ask if 284/EA801=2. 

In your opinion, in which of the following places should advertising of e-cigarettes and vaping devices be allowed? 

In newspapers and magazines 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

285b EA08816 On TV and radio 

285c EA08812 On the internet 

285d EA08810 On billboards 

286 EA08818 Ask if all of (285a/EA814-EA810)=2, 8, or 9. 

Do you agree that e-cigarette advertising should be limited to places where ONLY smokers or vapers are likely to see it, 

and banned everywhere else? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

287a EI08512 Ask if 043/EF005v=1. 

Read out.  Select all that apply. 

It is currently illegal in New Zealand to sell e-cigarettes and e-liquids that contain nicotine, but these are often bought for 

personal use through the internet. In which of the following places, if any, do you think nicotine-containing e-cigarettes and 

e-liquids should be available in New Zealand? 

In any shops that want to sell these products 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

287b EI08513 In specialist vaping and e-cigarette shops 

287c EI08516 In dairies and convenience stores 

287d EI08517 In supermarkets and mini markets 

287e EI08511 In gas stations 
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287f EI08515 In pharmacies 

288 EI08519 Ask if 043/EF005v=1 and none of (287a/EI512-EI515)=1. 

Do you think nicotine-containing e-cigarettes and e-liquid should NOT be available in New Zealand in any shops at all? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  E-CIGARETTES -- PSYCHOSOCIAL BELIEFS 
289 ES08322 Ask if 047/NC304=1-4. 

Read out response options. 

What do people who are important to you think about you using e-cigarettes or vaping devices? 

1    All or nearly all approve 

2    Most approve 

3    About half approve and half disapprove 

4    Most disapprove 

5    All or nearly all disapprove 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

290 EK08270 Ask if 043/EF005v=1. 

Read out response options. 

Thinking about all you have seen and read about e-cigarettes or vaping devices, from all sources, would you say the 

information has been: 

1    Mostly positive about e-cigarettes 

2    Slightly positive about e-cigarettes 

3    Equally balanced 

4    Slightly negative about e-cigarettes 

5    Mostly negative about e-cigarettes 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

291 ES08616 Ask if 047/NC304=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

Now please tell me what you think of the following statement: 

Using e-cigarettes or vaping devices is an important part of your life. 

Do you… 

1    Strongly agree 

2    Agree 
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3    Neither agree nor disagree 

4    Disagree 

5    Strongly disagree 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  E-CIGARETTES -- PERCEIVED RISK 
292 RE08472 Ask if 043/EF005v=1. 

Read out response options. 

How do you think it would affect the health of a smoker if they quit smoking ordinary tailor-made cigarettes or roll-your-

own tobacco, and switched completely to e-cigarettes or vaping devices long-term?  It would… 

1    Improve their health a lot compared to continuing to smoke 

2    Improve their health a little 

3    Have no effect on their health 

4    Make their health a little worse 

5    Make their health a lot worse compared to continuing to smoke 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

293 ED08508 Ask if 043/EF005v=1. 

Read out response options. 

Do you think that e-cigarettes or vaping devices are addictive? 

1    Not at all 

2    Slightly 

3    Moderately 

4    Very much 

5    Extremely 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

294 ED08515 Ask if 043/EF005v=1. 

Read out response options. 

Compared to smoking ordinary cigarettes, do you think using e-cigarettes or e-liquids that contain nicotine is…? 

1    Much less addictive than smoking cigarettes 

2    Somewhat less addictive than smoking cigarettes 

3    Equally addictive to smoking cigarettes 

4    Somewhat more addictive than smoking cigarettes 

5    Much more addictive than smoking cigarettes 

8    Refused 
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9    Don't know 

295 ED08613 Ask if 047/NC304=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

Do you plan to keep on using e-cigarettes or vaping devices, or do you plan to stop using them? 

1    Definitely keep using 

2    Probably keep using 

3    Might or might not keep using 

4    Probably stop using 

5    Definitely stop using 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

296 RE08455 Ask if 047/NC304=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

How worried are you that using e-cigarettes or vaping devices WILL damage your health in the future? 

1    Not at all worried 

2    A little worried 

3    Moderately worried 

4    Very worried 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

297 RE08222 Ask if 043/EF005v=1. 

Read out response options. 

In your opinion, is using e-cigarettes or vaping devices less harmful to health, more harmful to health, or no different 

than smoking ordinary cigarettes? 

1    Much less harmful 

2    Somewhat less harmful 

3    No different 

4    Somewhat more harmful 

5    Much more harmful 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  MODERATORS 
298 DI08301 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

What is your overall opinion of smoking?  Is it . . . ? 

1    Very positive 
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2    Positive 

3    Neither positive nor negative 

4    Negative 

5    Very negative 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

299 DI08701 Ask all. 

Read out response options. Choose only one. Responses 1-6 refer to the respondent’s average over the past 12 months. 

During the last 12 months – that is, since [12M anchor] -- about how often did you have any kind of drink that contained 

alcohol? 

01    Every day 

02    5-6 days per week 

03    3-4 days per week 

04    1-2 days per week 

05    Less than once a week but at least once a month 

06    Less than once a month 

07    Did not drink any alcohol in the past 12 months 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

If response=7, go to 302/FR462. 

Otherwise, go to 300/DI703. 

300 DI08703 Ask if 299/DI701<>07. 

Read out response options. 

Now I want you to think about a typical day when you did drink alcohol.  We define a drink as a 150 ml serving of wine or a 

375 ml can or stubby of beer, or a 1 oz/ 30 ml shot of liquor. 

On a typical day when you did drink alcohol, how many alcoholic drinks did you usually have? 

0    1-2 

1    3-4 

2    5-6 

3    7-9 

4    10 or more 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

301 DI08705 Ask if 299/DI701<>7. 

Read out response options. Choose only one. 

Think about any times in the past 12 months when you had more than [5 (male)/ 4 (female)] alcoholic drinks within a 

two-hour period.  
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How often did you do this in the past 12 months? 

01    Every day 

02    5 to 6 days a week 

03    3 to 4 days a week 

04    2 days a week 

05    1 day a week 

06    2-3 days a month 

07    1 day a month 

08    3-11 days in the past 12 months 

09    1-2 days in the past 12 months 

10    Never 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

302 FR08462 Ask if 069/FR309v=1-3. 

Do you smoke more than usual when drinking alcohol? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

3    I don’t drink alcohol 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

303 DI08360 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

In the last 12 months, how often have you felt that you have been treated unfairly because of your skin colour, race, or 

ethnicity? 

1    Every day 

2    At least once a week 

3    At least once a month 

4    Less than monthly 

5    Never 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

304a DI08551 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

The next questions are about how you have been feeling. 

  

During the past 4 weeks, how often did you feel… 

Nervous? 

1    All of the time 
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2    Most of the time 

3    Some of the time 

4    A little of the time 

5    None of the time 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

304b DI08553 Hopeless? 

304c DI08554 Restless or fidgety? 

304d DI08558 So depressed that nothing could cheer you up? 

304e DI08557 That everything was an effort? 

304f DI08559 Worthless? 

305 DI08505 Ask all. 

In the last 12 months, have you been told by a doctor or other health care provider that you have depression? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 307/demogr. 

306 DI08506 Ask if 305/DI505=1. 

At any time in the last 12 months, did you receive professional treatment for depression from a doctor or other health 

care provider? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

  DEMOGRAPHICS 
307 demogr Ask all. 

Just to wrap up the survey, we have a few questions for statistical purposes. Please be assured that all your responses 

will be kept entirely confidential. 

308 DE08121 Ask if 003/Rtype=C. 

Since you completed the last survey in [LSD], have there been changes to any of the following: your household income, 

education level, or the number of children under 18 living in your home? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 
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NZL2 

 

 

If response=1, go to 309a/DE123. 

If response=2, 8 or 9, go to 311/DE220. 

309a DE08123 Ask if 308/DE121=1. 

If respondent does not volunteer, ask: 

Would that be changes to:   your household income; education level; or number of children living in the home? 

Your household income? 

1    Mentioned 

2    Not mentioned 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

309b DE08125 Your education level? 

309c DE08129 Number of children under 18 living in the home? 

310 DE08211 Ask if 003/Rtype=P or (003/Rtype=C and 309a/DE123=1). 

Read out response options. 

What is the total income that your HOUSEHOLD got from all sources, before tax or anything was taken out of it, in the 

last 12 months? 

01    Loss 

02    Zero income 

03    $1 – $20,000 (i.e. after-tax weekly income of up to $335) 

04    $20,001 – $30,000 (i.e. after-tax weekly income of $336 to $493) 

05    $30,001 – $50,000 (i.e. after-tax weekly income of $494 to $805) 

06    $50,001 – $70,000 (i.e. after-tax weekly income of $806 to $1,074) 

07    $70,001 – $100,000 (i.e. after-tax weekly income of $1,075 to $1,459) 

08    $100,001 or more (i.e. after-tax weekly income of $1,460 or more) 

88    Refused 

99    Don't know 

311 DE08220 Ask all. 

In the last 30 days, because of a shortage of money, were you unable to pay any important bills on time, such as 

electricity, telephone or rent bills? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

312a DE08311 Ask if 003/Rtype=P or (003/Rtype=C and 309b/DE125=1). 

Read out response options. 

What is your highest completed education qualification? 

1    None 
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2    Primary or secondary school (National Certificate level 1-4 or any other secondary school qualification gained in 

New Zealand or overseas) 

3    Trade School (Trade Certificate/Diploma or Certificate level 5/Advanced Trade Certificate) 

4    Community College (Diploma or Certificate level 6/Teachers Certificate / Diploma/Nursing Diploma) 

5    Completed university degree (i.e., Bachelor/Bachelor Hons) 

6    Postgraduate degree (Postgraduate Certificate or Diploma / Masters Degree/PhD) 

7    Other completed education qualification (specify) 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

312b DE08311o Ask if 312a/DE311=7. 

What other level of education? 

313 DE08811 Ask if 003/Rtype=P or (003/Rtype=C and 309c/DE129=1). 

Are there any children under the age of 18 currently living in your household? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 314a/DE807. 

Otherwise, go to 315/AI507. 

314a DE08807 Ask if 313/DE811=1. 

Please tell us how many of your children fall into each of the following age categories? 

0-5 

 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

314b DE08808 6-12 

314c DE08813 13 

314d DE08809 14 

314e DE08810 15-17 

  SURVEY CLOSING 
315 AI08507 Ask all. 

If the address has changed or any contact details are missing, check these, including the landline phone number, the mobile 

phone number, and the email address. 

This is the end of the questions. Thank you very much for your help with this important survey. A [reimbursement] will be 

posted to you in the next few days. I just need to check your address for posting. Is it… 
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Name: [Respondent Name] 

Street and number: [Respondent Street and number] 

Suburb: [Respondent Suburb] 

Town/City: [Respondent Town/City] 

Postcode: [Respondent Postcode] 

  

Could I also check your phone number, mobile phone and email address… 

  

Phone: [Respondent Phone] 

Mobile Phone: [Respondent Mobile] 

Email: [Respondent E-mail] 

Rtype=C: Finally, as mentioned in the question and answer sheet that we sent you, in about 12-18 months from now, 

we may contact you again to set up a time for another survey. 

  

Rtype=P: Finally, as mentioned in the question and answer sheet that the Ministry of Health sent you, in about 12-18 

months from now, we may contact you again to set up a time for another survey. 

1    Change name 

2    Address 

3    Change landline phone 

4    Change mobile phone 

5    Change email 

6    All details ok 

7    Do not wish to get the voucher 

IF THE RESPONDENT ASKS ABOUT GETTING A DIFFERENT VOUCHER INSTEAD, SAY: "Sorry but we only have Warehouse 

vouchers available." 

  

IF (RTYPE=P) AND THEY ASK HOW RESEARCH NEW ZEALAND KNOWS THE ADDRESS SAY: "This information was from the 

NZ Health Survey information collected by the Ministry of Health, and because you agreed to be recontacted when you 

completed the Health Survey about a year ago." 

  

IF (RTYPE=C) AND THEY ASK HOW RESEARCH NEW ZEALAND KNOWS THE ADDRESS SAY: "This information was collected 

from you the last time you completed the New Zealand International Tobacco Project in [LSD]." 

316 AI08508 Ask all. 

We would like to keep your contact information up to date.  Do you anticipate that your phone number will change at any 

time over the next year? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

If details will change, enter new contact information and date when it takes effect. 
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317 AI08521 Ask if (003/Rtype=C and an alternate contact person is on file from 319/AI522b@LSD). 

We have also found it helpful in recontacting people after about a year to obtain the name and phone number of someone 

not living with you, such as a close friend or a relative, who can help us in case we are having trouble contacting you.   

  

The last time we spoke you provided [alternate contact’s name] and their phone number – [alternate contact’s phone 

number].  Is this still the best contact person and phone number? 

1    Yes 

2    No - Have new person -or- contact person info has changed 

3    Refusing 

If necessary, say: To request that the alternate contact's information be deleted from our records, either call [toll-free 

number] and leave a message, or email [email address for survey help]. 

If response=2, go to 319/AI522b. 

If response=1 or 3, go to 320/AI655. 

318 AI08522 Ask if (003/Rtype=P) or (003/Rtype=C and an alternate contact person is NOT on file from 319/AI522b@LSD). 

We have also found it helpful in recontacting people after about a year to obtain the name and phone number of someone 

not living with you, such as a close friend or a relative, who can help us in case we are having trouble contacting you.  

Could you please provide the name and phone number of that person? 

1    Yes 

2    No 

If necessary, say: To request that the alternate contact's information be deleted from our records, either call [toll-free 

number] and leave a message, or email [email address for survey help]. 

If response=2, go to 320/AI655. 

319 AI08522b Ask if 317/AI521=2 or 318/AI522=1. 

Interviewer Note: Ask for other contact name and phone number. 

320 AI08655 Ask all. 

BI439=2: I understand, and thank you for your time. Before we hang up, we just have two quick questions to help us 

improve the survey. Can you please tell me… if you could complete the survey online or by phone, which would you 

prefer? 

Otherwise: If you were given the choice of having a telephone interview or doing an online survey in our follow up 

survey, which would you prefer? 

1    On-line survey 

2    Telephone survey 

3    Either is fine 

8    Refused 

9    Don't know 

If 030/BI439=2, go to 322a/BI975. 

Otherwise, go to 321/AI535. 

321 AI08535 Ask all except 030/BI439=2. 
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This is the end of the questions. Thank you very much for your help with this important survey. [A voucher will be posted 

to you in the next few days. (AI507<>7)]  

  

As I mentioned, my name is [SAY NAME], I am from Research New Zealand and this research is carried out in compliance 

with the Privacy Act. The information you provided will be used for research purposes. 

  

Thank you again, and we look forward to talking to you in about 12-18 months. Goodbye. [End of survey] 

  TERMINATION SCRIPTS 
322a BI08975 Ask if 030/BI439=2. 

Do not prompt.  Select all that apply. 

And finally, could you tell us your reasons for not participating? 

1    Too busy 

2    Object to surveys 

3    [Reimbursement] too small for time required 

4    Health reasons 

5    Other reasons (specify) 

9    Don't know 

If response=5, go to 322b/BI975o. 

Otherwise, go to 323/BI901. 

322b BI08975o Ask if 322a/BI975=5. 

Specify other reason. 

Go to 323/BI901. 

323 BI08901 Sorry to have bothered you. Thank you for your time and assistance, those are all our questions. Goodbye. 

Terminate call. 

324 BI08929 Thank you. We will call back at another time. 

Terminate call. Record need to call back. 

325 BI08904 Without an answer to this question, we don’t know which parts of the survey would be relevant to you.  That means we 

can’t continue the interview.  Thank you for your time. 

Terminate call. 

326 BI08927 Thank you. We look forward to talking to you again soon. 

Terminate call. Record need to call back. 

327a BI08928 Thank you. We look forward to talking to [respondent name] soon. 

Terminate call. Record need to call back. 
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Appendix 

VarName Changes 
 

New Name Old Name Date Survey Changed By Reasoning 

DI08161 RG08001 05-Apr-18 3:31:09 PM NZL2 Michelle M These questions originated with NZL1 and were named into RG 

prefix, but that is not appropriate and would be better suited in 

the DI prefix. 

DI08162 RG08002 05-Apr-18 3:31:11 PM NZL2 Michelle M These questions originated with NZL1 and were named into RG 

prefix, but that is not appropriate and would be better suited in 

the DI prefix. 

DI08163 RG08003 05-Apr-18 3:31:12 PM NZL2 Michelle M These questions originated with NZL1 and were named into RG 

prefix, but that is not appropriate and would be better suited in 

the DI prefix. 

DI08164 RG08004 05-Apr-18 3:31:14 PM NZL2 Michelle M These questions originated with NZL1 and were named into RG 

prefix, but that is not appropriate and would be better suited in 

the DI prefix. 

DI08165 RG08005 05-Apr-18 3:31:16 PM NZL2 Michelle M These questions originated with NZL1 and were named into RG 

prefix, but that is not appropriate and would be better suited in 

the DI prefix. 

DI08166 RG08006 05-Apr-18 3:31:17 PM NZL2 Michelle M These questions originated with NZL1 and were named into RG 

prefix, but that is not appropriate and would be better suited in 

the DI prefix. 

DI08167 RG08007 05-Apr-18 3:31:19 PM NZL2 Michelle M These questions originated with NZL1 and were named into RG 

prefix, but that is not appropriate and would be better suited in 

the DI prefix. 

DI08168 RG08008 05-Apr-18 3:31:21 PM NZL2 Michelle M These questions originated with NZL1 and were named into RG 

prefix, but that is not appropriate and would be better suited in 

the DI prefix. 

DI08171 RG08101 05-Apr-18 3:31:22 PM NZL2 Michelle M These questions originated with NZL1 and were named into RG 

prefix, but that is not appropriate and would be better suited in 

the DI prefix. 

DI08172 RG08102 05-Apr-18 3:31:24 PM NZL2 Michelle M These questions originated with NZL1 and were named into RG 

prefix, but that is not appropriate and would be better suited in 

the DI prefix. 

DI08173 RG08103 05-Apr-18 3:31:26 PM NZL2 Michelle M These questions originated with NZL1 and were named into RG 

prefix, but that is not appropriate and would be better suited in 

the DI prefix. 
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New Name Old Name Date Survey Changed By Reasoning 

DI08174 RG08104 05-Apr-18 3:31:28 PM NZL2 Michelle M These questions originated with NZL1 and were named into RG 

prefix, but that is not appropriate and would be better suited in 

the DI prefix. 

DI08175 RG08105 05-Apr-18 3:31:29 PM NZL2 Michelle M These questions originated with NZL1 and were named into RG 

prefix, but that is not appropriate and would be better suited in 

the DI prefix. 

DI08176 RG08106 05-Apr-18 3:31:31 PM NZL2 Michelle M These questions originated with NZL1 and were named into RG 

prefix, but that is not appropriate and would be better suited in 

the DI prefix. 

DI08177 RG08107 05-Apr-18 3:31:33 PM NZL2 Michelle M These questions originated with NZL1 and were named into RG 

prefix, but that is not appropriate and would be better suited in 

the DI prefix. 

DI08178 RG08108 05-Apr-18 3:31:34 PM NZL2 Michelle M These questions originated with NZL1 and were named into RG 

prefix, but that is not appropriate and would be better suited in 

the DI prefix. 

DI08181 RG08222 05-Apr-18 3:31:36 PM NZL2 Michelle M These questions originated with NZL1 and were named into RG 

prefix, but that is not appropriate and would be better suited in 

the DI prefix. 

DI08182 RG08225 05-Apr-18 3:31:38 PM NZL2 Michelle M These questions originated with NZL1 and were named into RG 

prefix, but that is not appropriate and would be better suited in 

the DI prefix. 

 


